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United States Scientific
And Technical lnformation Services
DR. BURTON W . ADKINSON, Head, Office of Scientific lnformation
National Science Foundation, Washington, D. C.
HIS DISCUSSION WILL be divided into
three parts. First, the present situation in
the United States is outlined and some of the
reasons behind the current problems in this
held are noted. Second, the principal scientific and technical information activities now
being carried on within the Federal Government are described briefly. Third, a program
is proposed which the National Science
Foundation believes will go far toward remedying this country's scientific and technical
information ills.

T

Present Situation

During the past 100 years the United
States and foreign professional scientific
organizations, both private and public, have
developed systems of publication and communication that until recently kept pace with
scientific research. However. the tremendous
expansion in research and development during and following World War I1 has produced a veritable flood of published material.
This growth has induced a demand that information be produced and disseminated
more speedily, be better organized and be
better summarized and indexed. As a result,
the inadequacies of present services have
been emphasized.
The increased number of research papers
has produced a bottleneck in publications,
even though existing journals have increased
in size and new ones have been started. This
growth in the size and number of journals,
the increase in composition and printing
costs and the urgency for greater speed have
overtaxed the financial resources of publishing organizations. T o remain solvent, therefore, they have beeen forced to reject some
Presented before the Documentation Division,
June 12, 1958, at the SLA Annual Convention in
Chicago, Illinois.
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worthwhile articles, to abbreviate others
drastically and to delay thz publication of
still others for periods u p to several years,
all of which can seriously hinder scientific
progress.
Even as publications have beeen swamped,
so library facilities for acquiring and organizing published information also have been
overtaxed. Most libraries cannot even afford
to examine all of the lists of available material, let alone purchase, catalog and store all
the items they should select from those lists.
The major research libraries in the United
States have attempted to meet this problem
by agreeing among themselves to assign to
certain libraries the responsibility for acquiring essential materials in particular
fields. This, however, has only partially
solved the difficulty because sometimes
materials from foreign countries are not
readily available; neither are funds adequate
for their acquisition. In an attempt to help,
UNESCO has called a meeting of representatives of the countries to explore the problems
related to international exchange of publications and to develop procedures and agreements to overcome some of the inadequacies.
Again, the cataloging problems for such
material have become so acute that libraries
must attempt to develop new tools to improve their services. Their resources have
been inadequate to handle the present quantity of publications and obviously cannot
cope with the continuing expansion taking
place. For example, in 1924 the first world
list of scientific and technical serials showed
24,000 titles. By 1952 this number had risen
to 50,000, and it is estimated that by 1979
the list will have grown to 100,000. The
Joint Committee of Library Associations on a
Union List of Serials estimates the cost of
preparing just the science and technology

portion of a proposed new union list will be
about $750,000.
Further, abstracting and indexing services
have been unable to handle the flow of
scientific and technical literature. A survey in
1757 of 14 indexing and abstracting services
showed that an average expansion of 55 to
60 per cent was needed to give adequate
coverage of the world's literature. This is the
case in spite of the fact that these services
have been expanding significantly in recent
years. Chemical Abstracts, for example, since
1907 has prepared 20,000,000 indexing entries, of which 8,000,000 or 40 per cent
occurred in the last ten years.
As the body of literature increases, complexities are created in the arrangement of
indexing and abstracting publications, while
at the same time the magnitude of such keys
to information overwhelms the users of these
tools. Again in the case of Chemical A h ~tracts, its 4 t h Decenlzial Index (for the
period 1937-1946) was published in six
volumes while the 5 t h Deceiznial Ifzdex
( 1947-1956), now being published, will
have 1 9 volumes. These data seem to indicate
a lack of effective techniques for rapidly preparing essential bibliographic tools and for
searching scientific literature for specific information. T h e present manual systems are
slow and very tedious to use; yet, existing
techniques for using machines in this field
are either inefficient or too costly, except for
small bodies of specialized literature with
clearly defined characteristics. In addition,
there are at present no economical methods
for transforming these data into machine
language for rapid searching.
Activities of the Federal Government

Most of the groups concerned with the
complex network of scientific and technical
information activities in the United States
have taken steps of one kind or another to
solve or to mitigate the problems in the
present situation. These attempts have met
with varying degrees of success but, in general, the problems are far outstripping the
solutions. Scientific information activities are
an essential adjunct to scientific research activities and, like research, have in the United

States been traditionally directed and controlled for the most part by scientists, acting
through various professional organizations.
T h e federal government also has traditionally taken a vital interest in scientific information, and as its role in the research
activities of the country has expanded, so
have its scientific information activities. For
examp!e, the government has for many decades published technical bulletins in agriculture. Its scientific publications have expanded
rapidly during this century as exemplified by
the numerous bulletins and reports of the
Bureau of Mines, Geological Survey, the N a tional Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
the Atomic Energy Commission and the Department of Defense. Some of the country's
major abstracting and indexing services are
published by government agencies, including
the C z ~ ~ r z Ln ti ~ tof Xedical Literatuse, Nudemr Science Abstrztc.ts, T h e Bibliography of
Agricultz~re and other more specialized abstracting and indexing services.
T h e research libraries of the United States
are also an important fartor in providing
scientists with the information they need.
T h e government maintains the greatest research library in the world, the Library of
Congress. In addition, it maintains a number
of specialized libraries in various agencies,
the most outstanding being the National
Library of Medicine and the Department of
Agriculture Library.
A number of federal agencies, including
the intelligence agencies, translate scientific
information from other languages into English. Research on information problems, including the development and application of
new systems of handling information, is
being undertaken in various parts of the
government as well, including the Patent
Office, the National Bureau of Standards and
the intelligence agencies.
These are examples of operating activities
of the federal government in the field of
scientific information. T h e government is
also very active in aiding and supporting the
activities of non-government organizations
and institutions. For example, most federal
agencies that support scientific research allow
the per-page fees that some scientific societies
SPECIAL LIBRARIES

charge. Some, particularly the military agencies and the National Science Foundation
(NSF), have given direct support to abstracting and indexing services. In addition,
the NSF occasionally has granted emergency
support to primary journals publishing research results to enable them to eliminate a
backlog of manuscripts, to survive a financial
crisis or to solve some other temporary problem. The NSF has also aided financially in
the publication of specialized bibliographies,
handbooks, compendia and other valuable
reference works that could not otherwise
have been published, and has sponsored
studies of publication practices or problems
as well as experiments in new types of publication methods.
T o help non-government libraries make
scientific information available, such agencies
as the Atomic Energy Commission, the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
the Army Map Service and others have developed depositories in various libraries for
the materials they issue. The Library of Congress issues catalog cards of materials received in its own collections as well as cooperative catalog cards of materials received
in other libraries; millions of these cards are
now sold by the Library of Congress to other
libraries each year. The National Science
Foundation has granted support to the Midwest Inter-Library Center to enable it to
acquire all the literature listed in Chemical
Ab~tvacts that is not held by the libraries
participating in the Midwest Library system,
and a similar program has started for
biology.
T o aid in making foreign science information useful to United States scientists, the
National Science Foundation, with assistance
from the Atomic Energy Commission and
the Office of Naval Research, supports the
cover-to-cover translation of about 30 Russian journals, and the National Institutes of
Health supports the translation of about six.
These journals were selected, for the most
part, by scientific societies as being the leading Soviet publications in their fields. More
journals will be added to the list in the near
future, including journals in languages other
than Russian that are difficult for most
United States scientists to read.
NOVEMBER 1958

The National Science Foundation also has
carried on an active program in support of
research on scientific information problems,
including studies of the communication
practices and information requirements of
scientists, comparative investigations of
different classification and indexing systems,
fundamental studies of techniques for handling the original language of scientific documents in processing them for mechanized
storage and retrieval systems, and a number
of projects on mechanical translation. The
Air Research and Development Command,
the Air Force Ofice of Scientific Research,
the Office of Naval Research and others are
also supporting related work on these and
similar problems.
Other coordinating services sponsored by
the government include the Office of Critical
Tables, recently established at the National
Academy of Sciences with support from the
NSF, which will serve as a central clearinghouse and coordinating center for the various
existing data centers in the United States
which compile, organize and issue specific
types of scientific data. The Government
Research Information Clearinghouse, which
is a part of the NSF Office of Scientific Information, provides any scientist who requests it with information on where the
various branches of government are supporting research in a specific field and what reports may be available on it.
The Office of Technical Services of the
Department of Commerce issues lists and
publishes a subscription journal, which announces and abstracts large numbers of unclassified government research reports, and
makes copies of the original reports available.
The Bio-Sciences Information Exchange, supported by a large number of government
agencies sponsoring research in the biological
sciences, makes information available on the
nature and location of research in these fields.
A recent conference of 14 major abstracting
and indexing services, which culminated in
the formation of a National Federation of
Science Abstracting and Indexing Services,
was supported by the NSF. The National
Institutes of Health and the National Science
Foundation jointly support the SLA Translation Center in the John Crerar Library in

Chicago, a clearinghouse for translations of
foreign science information.
It is clear, therefore, that the government
has participated in a major way in scientific
information activities in the United States;
it is, however, also obvious to those involved
in these activities, that a great deal more
needs to be done.
Proposals For Improving Information Services

The problem which the nation faces in
this area has two principal aspects-first,
improvement of present information services
that use known and tested techniques and,
second, development of new and more effective techniques for coping with the rapidly
expanding body of scientific and technical
literature.
The cost of such program will not be
small. Funds must come from a number of
sources just as they have in the past-that
is, from government, industry, private and
public research agencies and professional
organizations. The total cost is impossible to
estimate reliably but substantial increases in
federal support will be necessary if the government is to continue its traditional share
of such costs.
The National Science Foundation is taking
steps to assume national leadership in the
scientific and technical information services
carried on both within and outside of Government. Its basic responsibilities in this
connection should be principally:
1. To monitor and assess both domestic and
foreign scientific information activities and
to act as an information center regarding
these activities.
2. T o initiate or stimulate studies that will
identify problems needing attention.
3. To foster cooperation and coordination
among federal and non-federal organizations
engaged in scientific information.
4. To identify inadequate services and
initiate action to improve them.
5 . T o identify gaps and take steps to eliminate them.
6. To assume leadership among agencies and
organizations to further activities leading to
an adequate national scientific and technical
information service.

In assuming these responsibilities the NSF
should act as an information and coordinating center; it should not itself perform scientific information functions or conduct operations that can be or are being done by other
federal or by non-federal organizations.
For several years the Foundation has been
carrying on certain phases of this kind of an
information program. This activity has been
on a relatively small scale, however, because
of limitations of funds. To initiate development of the expanded program, NSF has requested, and been granted, twice the funds
for the fiscal year 1958 that it had in the
1957 fiscal year. Still larger funds have been
approved for 1959. Space does not permit
outlining here in detail a complete national
program for scientific and technical information services, but the following examples
suggest some of the phases such a program
should include. Of the tasks mentioned,
those that seem appropriate for performance
within the Foundation are so labeled. It is
assumed that all others would be carried on
in cooperation with the Library of Congress
and other federal agencies or by grants to
private organizations where necessary.

Research Programs i n Scientific Information
Activities in this area include studies of
the requirements of scientists for improved
information services, design and development of improved systems for storage and
retrieval of information, development of systems for mechanical translation and potentially related research in such fields as linguistics, logic, psychology, information theory
and coding theory.
The specific major tasks which need to be
undertaken in this area are:
1 . Establishment of a clearinghouse for information on current and proposed research
and development activities in the field of information processing (within NSF) .
2. Provision of a consulting service, by a
staff of experts, to federal agencies on proposed research and development and on
work in progress.
3. Provision of advice on the use of machines in information research and of assistance in locating available machine facilities for testing new techniques and systems.
SPECIAL LIBRARIES

4. Periodic review and evaluation of progress in the field as a guide to future research.
5 . Encouragement and support of conferences and cooperative activities to facilitate
the progress of research and the development
of information-processing systems.
6. Stimulation and support of additional research and of tests and evaluations of new
techniques and systems.
Support o f Primary Publicdtiom
Primary scientific publications include principally journals and books that report the results of original research. Also falling in the
"primary" category are such far less commonly used media as cards and various microforms, when these are employed for initial publication of technical material.
The principal difficulties with respect to
primary publications may be summarized as
follows: lack of adequate guides to the existence and location of current research
journals; unavailability of many foreign
journals in the United States; lack of precise
knowledge about publication problems in
the various fields of science; high cost of scientific publication and the consequent need
for better production processes and other
measures that will help to solve the financial
problems; delays in publication of research
papers; and the impossibility of publishing
many specialized monographs without financial assistance.
T o alleviate this situation, the following
tasks should be undertaken :
1. Collection and maintenance of information about existing primary publications, including the preparation and periodic publication of needed guides and lists:
a. World-wide list of primary scientific
research publications, subject-classified and
indexed ;
b. Up-to-date union list showing location
of primary publications listed in (a).
2. Support for acquisition programs for foreign or rare journals, monographs and so
forth and for associated depository centers
offering copying and loan facilities.
3. Continuing studies of current operations
of research publications, including such matters as publication time lags, costs, sources of
NOVEMBER 1958

income, production techniques, editorial policies, coverage of research fields, growth,
trends and plans for the future (within
NSF) .
4. Support for publication where needed:
a. Emergency aid to periodical publications in financial difficulties or with large
backlogs ;
b. Expansion of existing periodicals where
necessary ;
c. Aid in establishing new periodicals
where needed ;
d. Aid in publishing significant monographs or other single-issue works that
could not be ~ublishedotherwise.
5 . Support of studies and experiments in
such areas as new types of publication (for
example, high-speed services), improved
production methods for publications, reader
needs and use of publications, and so forth.
6. Encouragement and support of cooperative projects among publishing organizations
to increase efficiency, improve service or decrease costs (such as establishment of standards in terminology, citations, abbreviations
and so forth) ; combination of production,
distribution or other facilities; conferences
to aid a joint approach to common problems.

Secondary publications include abstracts,
indexes and bibliographies both in periodical and single-issue form; title lists or collected tables of contents ; critical reviews
synthesizing recent developments ; compendia, compilations and other reference works.
Other forms of publication that extract, index, digest or synthesize info'rmation from
primary publications would also be included
in this phase of the program.
These publications are essential reference
tools for scientists, as well as for librarians,
students and all others who work with the
scientific literature. As the mass of primary
publications increase, the role of secondary
publications becomes ever more important,
for they enable the scientist to find information he needs and make it possible for him
to keep informed about developments in his
own and related fields. However, not only
are the secondary publications faced with the

same problems of increased volume and rising costs as are primary scientific publications, but in addition their problems become
more complex as they endeavor to cover
properly a larger volume of primary material. For example, the more abstracts an abstracting journal publishes, the more elaborate its indexes must become; the more
complete coverage such a journal attains, the
more difficult are its tasks of acquisition,
translation and so forth; and the larger the
mass of primary literature in a field becomes,
the greater is the need for different types of
secondary publications.
The tasks that should be undertaken to
give United States scientists efficient and
prompt access, through secondary publications, to the information they need are:
1. Study of the adequacy of existing secondary publications and identification of those
needing aid, improvement or gaps in overall coverage, and of the need for new reference publications (principally within NSF) .
2. Support for the maintenance and expansion or improvement of existing periodical
publications.
3. Support where needed for new secondary
publications, both periodicals and individual
reference works.
4. Establishment of a clearinghouse for information on current operations and effectiveness of English-language abstracting and
indexing services, on related scientific abstracting and indexing activities throughout
the world, on new techniques and equipment
that might be used by secondary publications and on existing and contemplated reference works and reviews (partially within
NSF) .
5. Support of studies and experiments directed toward improving quality and effectiveness of secondary publications, such as
experiments with new equipment and studies
and trials of new indexing systems.
6. Encouragement and support of conferences and of cooperative projects among the
secondary publications, particularly among
the abstracting and indexing services. Examples of such activities are the establishment
of standards in form, classification, abbreviation and transliteration and cooperative

methods for insuring optimum coverage of
the scientific literature.

Unpublished Research Informatio?z
Most United States scientific research information is first published and disseminated
within the basic framework of conventional
journals and monographs and then given
secondary coverage by abstracting and indexing services and by review journals and
books. An appreciable quantity, however,
either is never so disseminated or finds its
way into conventional channels only after
very long delays. The principal categories of
such material are graduate theses, papers presented before professional society meetings,
industrial research reports and government
research reports. This so-called "unpublished" material receives little or no coverage
by conventional abstracting and indexing
services because of its fragmentary availability and the fact that even if covered, the
documents themselves might not be obtainable by users of the secondary services.
To remedy these shortcomings the following seven-task program is proposed:
1. Provision of announcement, abstracting,
reference and availability services on nongovernment, unpublished scientific documents, including theses, society papers and
reports on university, industrial and foundation research.
2. Provision of announcement, abstracting,
-reference and availability services on unpublished reports on federally sponsored research.
3. Establishment throughout the country of a
series of reference collections of unpublished
research reports-particularly those on federally supported work-which
would be
available for consultation by anyone on the
same basis as reference books and periodicals
in libraries.
4. Development, maintenance and publication of a current inventory of scientific information programs in government agencies
and of other brochures on various phases of
scientific information (within NSF) .
5 . Provision of a counselling or reference
service to which any scientist could turn for
information on where the government supSPECIAL LIBRARIES

ports research in any given field and how access to its results can be obtained (within
NSF) .
6. Conduct studies and conferences looking
toward coordination of intra-government information procedures including classification
schemes, indexing methods and the like
(principally within NSF) .
7. Conduct analysis and evaluation studies
of the services provided by NSF under grant,
to maintain maximum effectiveness of their
activities (partly within NSF) .
Scientific Data and Reference Centers
Data and reference centers are concerned
with several types of activity: compilation,
correlation, standardization and organization
of numerical data representing properties or
characteristics of physical phenomena or
chemical compounds, and the provision of
either publications or reference services in
order to make these data available to the scientific community ; collection, organization
and analysis of up-to-date information about
research in progress ; maintenance of services
that help scientists and research organizations to learn where research in particular
fields is under way; and provision of literature searching and other reference services
on request.
These centers and reference services supplement the abstracting and indexing journals
and other published reference works. It is becoming clear that a good many more such activities are needed. It has been estimated that
preparation of an up-to-date published set
of international critical tables, containing all
known data on physical and chemical substances, would require 100 times the work
that went into the 1926-1933 publication
and would be out of date long before it
could be printed. It is essential, therefore,
that the existing data centers, and others that
will be established in fields not now covered,
work constantly to maintain organized fields
of data on a current basis and to I~ r o v i d e
scientists with data they need promptly and
in usable form.
The magnitude of such activities is evidenced by the fact that there are now a dozen
or more major data-compilation operations
in the United States alone. Their operating
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costs total several hundred thousand dollars
a year. Examples of such centers are the
Thermophysical Properties Research Center
of Purdue University and the American Petroleum Institute Project at the Carnegie Institute of Technology. It is also essential that
there be some over-all coordination of these
activities to insure that the centers usefully
supplement each other's efforts.
The specific major tasks which should be
accomplished in this area are:
1. Compilation and maintenance of an upto-date reference file on all data and reference centers, both in the United States and
in foreign countries.
2. Continuing analysis of this reference file
to identify gaps and recommend needed new
programs.
3 . Coordination of the activities of such centers in the United States, to ensure that they
complement and do not duplicate each other.
4. Financial support for essential centers
where necessary, either to continue existing
projects or to initiate new centers.
5. Studies of the effectiveness of the operation of the centers and of their ~roducts.
6. Support of experimental types of centers
employing new techniques for using mechanical aids and new types of equipment.
7. Encouragement of international cooperation and coordination of data-compilation
and literature-searching activities (paralleling task 3 above for national activities).
Foreign Science Information

Much of the preceding discussion of the
~roblemsof primary and secondary publications and scientific data centers is applicable
to information appearing in languages other
than English. Certain aspects of the discussion of unpublished research information
also are applicable. Scientists in other countries conduct research and report their results in generally similar ways ; therefore,
the foreign science information problem is
simply an extension of the problems discussed under primary and secondary publications above.
Because of the complexity and magnitude
of modern scientific communication and the
amount of information dealt with, a separate

program is necessary for non-English information to assure it is covered comprehensively and systematically. Unique problems
arise because sources of foreign information
are clearly less convenient and because impediments to easy use of this information increase greatly as the number of languages
and lack of familiarity with them increase.
Varying degrees of effort are now being
expended by private and government groups
on the tasks listed below. Some of these efforts are significant; some are insignificant;
none are adequate. A comprehensive program
to exploit effectively foreign scientific information would include:
1. Support of acquisition of foreign publications for special purposes (part of the primary publication task).
2. Comprehensive abstracting of foreign
publications (implicit in the discussion of
secondary publications).
3 . Translation in full of significant journals
and books, especially from Slavic, Oriental
and other "difficult" languages.
4. Support of an expanded clearinghouse of
information on the availability of translations, of a translations depository, of bibliographies of translations and of similar translation-oriented activities.
5 . Support of a selective translation program
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to cover materials not available through tasks
3 and 4 above.
6. Establishment of a system for centralized
dissemination to the public of governmentprepared translations.
7. Support of the preparation of specialized
Russian-English and other foreign languageEnglish scientific and technical dictionaries.
8. Cooperation with other agencies, where
appropriate, to encourage the modification of
graduate study language requirements and
the improvement of foreign language instruction for science students (NSF in consultative role).
9. Establishment of a clearinghouse activity
to cooperate with the State Department's Science Attach4 program and where necessary
to assign consultants to foreign areas to make
specific studies (within NSF) .
So much for a synopsis of the highlights
in the Foundation's proposed scientific information program. To keep plans and programs continually and realistically responsive
to the information need of the scientific community, NSF would establish an advisory
committee representing the interests of industry, science and government. Also, the advice and counsel of competent individuals
and groups both within and outside of government would constantly be sought.

Professional Award

And

Hall

Of

Fame

Chapters, Divisions and individuals are urged to present nominations for the SLA Professional Award and for the Hall of Fame. Nominations for the year 1959 close on January 30,
1 959.
The SLA Professional Award recognizes notable achievement in, or contribution to, the
field of special librarianship. A nominee may be any individual (or group) meeting the foregoing qualification whether or not a member (or members) of Special Libraries Association.
The Hall of Fame recognizes individuals who have made outstanding contributions to the
growth and development of Special Libraries Association. A nominee for the Hall of Fame
must be or have been a member of the Special Libraries Association. The recognition is for
extended and sustained service to the Association and is granted near the close or following
completion of an active professional career. This honor may be awarded posthumously. The
Hall of Fame to be named at the 50th Anniversary Convention will recognize those individuals whose contribution to the Association was made during its first 50 years.
"Guides for Presenting Nominations for the Professional Award and the Hall of Fame"
have been made available to each Chapter President and Division Chairman. Copies may
also be obtained from the Chairman of the Committee on the SLA Professional Award (including the Hall of Fame, 1959). Address: Katharine L. Kinder, Chief Librarian, Johns-Manville Reseach Center, Manville, New Jersey.
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Documentation In
The Field Of Science
CHARLES L. BERNIER, Executive Associate Editor
Chemical Abstracts, Columbus, Ohio

OCUMENTATION,
for comD
munication with unknown persons in
the indefinite future, is especially important
A TECHNIQUE

to the scientist because he cannot learn or
remember all of the facts that he needs. He
cannot make effective progress without the
help of the recorded discoveries and measurements of others.
Modern chemical documentation, for example, is a far cry from the intentional
jargon and cryptic writings of the alchemist.
Concealment has changed to revealment.
Restriction has changed to free or even compulsory enlightenment. The effects of these
reversals upon our civilization have been
profound.
Size And Growth

The size and rate of growth of scientific
documentation systems have astonished even
connected with the docuthose most
mentation field. For example, the number of
abstracts of papers and patents published in
Chemical Abstracts has doubled in the last
eight and one half years. A plot of this
growth on semilog paper gives a nearly
straight line. The straightness and slope of
this line means that we can probably expect
continued growth of the chemical literature
at about the same rate for at least a few
more years. If the present rate holds for the
next eight and a half years, for example,
Chemical Ab~tract~.
will be twice the size that
it is today. In 28 years, at the same rate, it
will be ten times the present size and in 57
years one hundred times as large. Similar
growth rates may be found in other fields of
science a1so.l
Although the potential results of this
growth rate are alarming if projected far

close^^
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enough into the future, there are a number
of good ways of showing that this rate of
growth cannot continue indefinitely. It is
probable, for example, that the increase in
number of chemical papers published each
year is largely caused by the increase in number of chemists writing papers. In the United
States, there are now estimated to be about
160,000 chemists and chemical engineers.
This number is doubling about every 1 6
years. The population of the United States,
about 173 million, is doubling every 50 years.
If the line for the increase in number of
chemists and chemical engineers is plotted on
the same paper as the line for the increase in
population, it is obvious that the two lines
will intersect since one indicates doubling
every 16 years and the other every 50 years.
If the point of intersection were ever to be
reached, about 155 years from now, every
man, woman and child in the United States
would be a chemist or chemical engineer.
Sometime before 155 years from now the
rate of increase in the number of chemists
and chemical engineers must slacken. This
slackening must cause the rate of increase in
chemical publication in the United States to
slacken. Presumably these same changes will
also hold to a considerable extent for the
chemical literature of the rest of the world.
W e do not know, however, whet2 this
growth will slacken. There is evidence to
show that the number of top quality minds
is increasing at the same rate as the population. This is another factor probably limiting
the growth rate of scientific documentation.
The 160,000 chemists and chemical engineers
in the United States represent about one
tenth of one per cent of the population. It is
difficult to believe that their number could
much exceed even one per cent of the population. Most of the population is too old or
too young to write scientific papers. Many

different occupations and professions must be
represented in a population for its effective
existence. These things limit the number of
chemists and chemical engineers. As the
logarithmic curves for the growth of the
chemical literature are projected farther and
farther, they seem to endanger the paper
supply and eventually the carbon resources
required for life, since carbon is as essential
a part of paper and printer's ink as it is for
life. The choice at this absurd time would be
between publication and procreation; there
wouldn't be enough carbon for both.
Selection Of Documents

Scientific documentation systems are made
up of three major components: 1) the contributors-scientists who write documents;
2 ) the storage elements (including selectors) ; and 3) the scientist users. It is by
interaction among these three components
that scientific achievement is possible. The
only media of interaction among these three
components are storable symbols understood
by both contributors and users. The symbols
are usually words.
The selectors for storage elements of
documentation systems are, at present, either
classifications or indexes, manual or mechanical. Other kinds of selectors may be developed. I am thinking here mainly about
the system under development by Mr. H. P.
L u h n v n which a computer extracts the most
significant sentences from scientific documents. The searchers write questions in the
form of essays. If this system proves to be
successful, then a new type of selector, which
is neither an index nor a classification, will
have been achieved.
Through the centuries, librarians and documentalists have devised techniques for selecting documents from collections. These techniques have proved to be fairly successful.
Contrary to some opinion, the size of the
technical literature does not greatly change
the effectiveness of these techniques. For example, it is about as easy and rapid to find
the name of a person in a Chicago telephone
directory as in that for Columbus, Ohio.
Also, it is about as speedy and easy to look
up the molecular formula for sucrose in an

annual formula index to Chemical Abstracts
as it is to locate the same formula in a decennial index, ten times the size. The use of a
large numerical index, such as a table of
logarithms or a patent-number index, is also
about as rapid as is searching in a smaller
one. In a large szlbject index it may take
somewhat longer (but not proportionally
longer) to search for entries than in a
smaller index. It is not difficulty that is increased but the time to read modifying
phrases or subheadings in the subject index.
This additional time is not lost, but invested. The suggestiveness of the related
(often closely related) modifications found
is a valuable investment. Also, for certain
kinds of questions, it may be more efficient
to use a larger index because of the greater
probability of finding the information there.
The larger index may also be more satisfactory because of the greater quantity of related
information suggested. Scientists often carry
many problems in their heads at the same
time. It has been the experience of some
scientists that, in searching an index for the
answer to one problem, quite by chance an
index entry is discovered that leads to the
solution of another problem.
The real difficulties caused by the size of
the literature and its rate of growth are, at
present, psychological ones. The scientist who
has been paying, say $10 for a periodical
may feel that he cannot afford $20 for the
same periodical when it has grown to twice
the size. I am convinced that this difficulty
is of a psychological rather than economic
nature. Very few scientists, for example,
spend more money for technical publications
than for owning and maintaining an automobile. This curious mental climate, unfavorable to survival of technical publications, has
been created, I believe-and I dislike to admit it-by free library service, by free textbooks in schools, by the token payments for
copies of magazines largely subsidized by
advertising revenue, and by free education.
Although none of these factors, which have
tended to produce this unfavorable mental
climate, is to be criticized (in fact, they are
all to be commended very highly), still the
over-all effect on scientific publication has
been an unfortunate one.
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Scientists, fortunately, are coming to
realize that the price of publications such as
newspapers and popular periodicals, which
are subsidized by advertising, does not represent the true cost of ~ublication.
If the scientific literature keeps on expanding, there will come a time when economics will become an important factor. A
publication selling for $80 would, if increased to ten times its size, certainly experience actual economic difficulty at a price of
$800 or more. Techniques for handling this
difficulty are, fortunately, available. Division
of the literature into more highly specialized
fields is one of the more effective, long-used
techniques for handling this economic problem. As the literature in a field increases to
an economically embarrassing point, it has
usually expanded to such an extent that the
scientist no longer has the time to read it.
Thus, division of the field becomes attractive
to save scanning and reading time as well as
to save expense. Other techniques for helping economic and other problems are available. Abstract journals, for example, enable
the scientist to maintain effective contact with
fields of science much broader than his
speciality, in spite of differences of language
and size of these other fields. Contact with
other fields of science is vitally necessary for
the development of new ideas. Another
technique is the centralized information service given by libraries and other organizations.
Another facet of the economic ~ r o b l e mis
the reading time required. Since scientists'
time can usually be equated with money,
reading time is still largely an economic
problem. A little calculation has shown that
if a chemist, who could read about 40 languages fluently, were to start reading the
original documents of abstracts published in
Chemical Abstracts last year-and if he read
at the rate of four documents an hour for
forty hours each week-at
the end of the
year he would be more than ten years behind
in his reading. Apparently the only practical
answer to the question, "When do I get
the time to read ?" is stxcialization. Effective
specialization means that adequate document
selectors must be provided to enable the
scientific searcher to avoid irrelevant (even
if interesting) documents and the distra'tions
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and waste of extensive, unplanned browsing.
Selectors adequate for many purposes are
available in the form of indexes, card catalogs and classifications. There are new kinds
of selectors.
With the growing realization among scientists and administrators that publication is a
vital part of any research project and with
the procurement of additional funds for
effecting publication, I believe that the psychological and economic problems of documentation will be solved. Certainly financial
support of scientific publication should not
be the sole responsibility of the storage element and the user; organizations behind the
contributors should also contribute. Research
results unavailable to others are hardly worth
the research effort. In this connection, I also
believe that adequate research money should
be allocated for the proper abstracting and
indexing of primary publications.
Librarians and documentalists have designed selectors to protect scientists against
different forms of miscommunication. The
most effective selectors to date, as mentioned
above, have proved to be manual classifications and manual indexes. Also, classified,
thoroughly indexed abstracts in one language
have helped to eliminate undercommunication caused by variety of language and diversity and cost of publication. Certainly all of
these selectors have proved to be effective
for at least a century. Yet, even with the
effectiveness of these selectors, additional
help in the selection of documentary information is needed.
This additional help is especially needed
in the area of generic searches, in which
broad questions are asked. Hierarchical classifications designed to answer this type of
generic question have proved themselves to
be the most effective. New types of classifications, those which are nonhierarchical, are
now being investigated and are showing
promise. I have called these new types "Correlative Indexes."3 Terms relevant to a
question are selected from an indexing vocabulary and correlated to enable selection of
documents or references related to the terms.
Much publicity has been given to the construction of correlative indexes which use
punched cards. In the use of these indexes,

two or more different words selected from
the indexing vocabulary are correlated to
enable selection of the desired documents or
references to them. The more different words
correlated simultaneously, the greater the
selectivity.
In the research department at Chemical
Abstracts we are actively investigating new
kinds of correlative indexes. One of these,
known as the group index? enables selection
of references to all compounds containing
the same chemical group or combinations of
groups. For example, it enables selection of
nitrogen heterocycles containing iodine,
should some researcher wish to have this odd
bit of information. Present formula and subject indexes are difficult to use in answering
this type of question, because references to
chemical structures containing these constituents are not assembled for effective use in
this way.
Question-Answering Services

Studies of centralized information services
have revealed some that are much faster than
standard documentation services. One example of this type of service is SVP in Paris."
SVP (S'il Vous Plait) is organized mainly to
answer telephoned questions. It also answers
questions by mail. SVP is an independent organization unsubsidized by the government
or industry and deriving its income wholly
from subscriptions which vary from 3500
francs a month ($10) for an individual subscriber to 120.000 francs or more monthlv
for large companies such as Renault. The
organization has been in effective existence
for 20 years. All major companies in France
are among the 6,000 subscribers. Subscriptions are accepted from other countries also.
SVP answers about 2,000 telephoned questions a day. The questions cover every subject. Examples are: "What is the new process
for cross-linking polyethylene recently discovered in Germany?" "What is the total
cost of driving a Citroen I1 per mile?"
"Where can I find the full text of Adenauer's
comments on Eisenhower's recent discussion
about N A T O ?"
Most telephoned questions are answered
while the subscriber is still on the phone.

Not more than three days are permitted in
answering any telephone call. Only six days
are permitted for a letter. There are about 20
switchboard operators who direct calls from
the 380 telephone lines to the most likely of
the 200 experts in three buildings. If the
expert first approached feels that one of his
colleagues can handle the question better, he
refers it. Difficult and multipart questions
may be referred many times until they are
completed. The experts, all of whom have
university degrees, do not attempt to solve
research problems, but only to give a start
into the literature dealing with an analysis of
the problem if the precise answer to the
problem is unavailable. Biographies and
reference lists are prepared, and summaries
of papers are written.
While the staff of experts is waiting for
phone calls to come in they read to keep up
in the fields of their subjects. There is an
internal abstract bulletin. Magazine and
newspaper clippings are pasted and routed
to the correct experts for their files and to
read in order to keep up in their fields. They
use a classification system for keeping track
of the tons of documents that they have
stored in filing cabinets. Radio broadcasts are
recorded and transcribed in order to help
keep the experts informed.
A similar service is flourishing in Scotland.0 There, the Department of Scientific
and Industrial Research has initiated a
scheme by which scientists help each other
through exchange of ideas about materials,
apparatus, techniques and know-how generally. Over 160 laboratories are cooperating.
Equipment owned by one organization is
made available to scientists of the other
organizations. A bulletin of inquiries relating
to materials, laboratories, apparatus or techniques is published. The Mutual Assistance
Scheme also facilitates visits of scientists to
other laboratories for stimulation and information.
The success of these two services and
similar ones in the United States (usually
within companies) indicates the need for
scientific communication much more rapid
than documentation. I recall asking a chemist
friend at a picnic one time if he used
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Chemical Ab~trcrcts to keep up in his field.
For a moment he looked incredulous and
then laughed at me and replied, "I am always
two or three yeau ahead of the primary
literature in my thinking and research." His
statement was literally true for the highly
specialized field in which he was working.
Conversations with other scientists in highly
specialized fields have confirmed this. Scientists know information before they publish
it-often long before.
High-speed information services should
prove valuable in national emergencies. The
success of SVP, the experiment in Scotland
and similar services in the United States
indicate that scientists will cooperate in such
enterprises. It is not necessary that a scientist
answer every question put to him, since
secrecy of military or industrial natures may
be important. However, there are doubtless
many ways in which scientists can cooperate
in answering questions that are not violating
secrets. Reference to relevant textbooks is one
way. Techniques for keeping the questioners
and answerers anonymous are available.
Other Potential Document Selectors

The chemical-group and correlative indexes
mentioned previously are not the only two
new types of document selectors that have
been investigated fairly recently. The system
undergoing investigation by Mr. Luhn (mentioned earlier" employs a computer which
extracts significant sentences from articles on
the bases of word frequency and association.
The system requires that the questioner write
his question in the form of an essay. This
essay is examined by the computer for relationship among the words in it with those
in the extracts prepared for documents previously processed.
Concordances, which have been of considerable use to Biblical scholars, have been
prepared by computers. In the field of science
the concordance does not seem to me to be of
such great importance. A concordance is literally a word index. Scientists are more concerned with scientific concepts and subjects
than with words.
Another type of index is the citation index7 which enables the searcher to go from
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an earlier document to all those which have
subsequently cited it. Such an index should
help to lead one from an idea to all of its
descendants, however remote and strange.
Another aid postulated for the scientist
has been the technical t h e s a u r u ~ A
. ~ number
of thinkers in the field of documentation
have independently come to the idea that a
thesaurus is either highly desirable or vitally
necessary. Such a technical thesaurus would
enable the searcher to go from the words that
he knew to all those that he needed to know
for successful searching in classifications and
indexes. It would also give him insight into
the established accomplishments of a field of
science. The relationships among terms in the
thesaurus would rapidly give knowledge of
the proven facts of the science.
For specialized fields of science many
other kinds of indexes are possible. Taxonomic indexes for biologists and reaction
indexes for the chemists are two that come to
mind. I believe that indexes can and should
be tailor-made to suit the user.
A great deal of thinking has been going
into theory of classification and new classification schemes. Those of Ranganathan, Fairthorne, Vickery, and Farradane are examples
in this connection. In effect, these nien are
working on new languages. Sentences of
these new languages, constructed according
to rigid rules of syntax, constitute index
entries. Permutations of the sentences can be
used to give access from different points of
view.
Things To Be Done

It is my opinion that the production of
technical thesauruses should be investigated
and carried out if found practical. W e know
that there are permanent semantic relations h i p among words and that these relationships can be recorded. The recording of these
relationships should be as important as recording new results in scientific literature.
There is always a shortage of good, up-todate technical dictionaries. The technical
thesaurus should, in part, help to fill this gap.
New tests of correlative indexes versus
alphabetical indexes are desirable. It should
be possible to compare efficiencies of dif-

ferent kinds of indexes and classifications
covering the same material. Objective comparisons would enable more intelligent
choice of document selectors effective in specific areas. The speculation now current
about different systems of indexing and
classification should be replaced by measured
data as soon as possible. There is now some
research in this area and it should increase.
The choice, as I see it, is not between
mechanized vellrus conventional indexes, but
between convenient, economical selectors
(manual or mechanical) verstls no information selectors at all. I am convinced that effective new and economical selectors for
special problems are capable of being invented and produced. These new selectors
may be mechanical as well as manual.
Another area which needs developing is
that of nomenclature and terminology. New
techniques and rules for deriving names and
terms are urgently needed in many areas.
Much work has already gone into systems
for naming and ciphering of organic chemical compounds, for example. More work is
needed in this area. Systems of naming
chemical reactions should be developed and
studied. There must be many other fields of
science in which work on nomenclature and
terminology would be useful. If a naming
system which uses a few simple rules can be
devised, then arbitrary names are unnecessary.
Research on lowering publication costs is
becoming more important as printing costs
rise. Photocomposing machines are a start
in this direction. Perhaps ownership of such
photographic machines by technical libraries
for use by scientists may reduce cost of publication for limited circulation. New typewriters with a much larger number of type
sorts than conventional typewriters are another possibility. In connection with the number of type sorts required, it may be of interest to note that Chemical Abstructs now
requires just short of 1000 to publish its
indexes.
The copyright laws need, and are receiving, revision to protect not only the publisher against loss but also the scientist
against undercommunication. Each of the
two parties has important rights in this field.
In conclusion I find that the future of sci-

entific documentation appears to be very
bright. The most encouraging feature is the
number of brilliant minds that have been attracted to this area. Research on documentation and communication in general is being
recognized as important. With such minds
and research we cannot fail to continue to
make progress-perhaps spectacular progress.
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U.S. CONGRESS CREATES INFORMATION
SERVICE A N D CULTURAL CENTER

The National Science Foundation, in accordance with recent Congressional legislation,
will establish a Science Information Service
to 1 ) provide indexing, abstracting, translating and other services making more effective
dissemination of scientific information possible, and to 2 ) develop new or improved
methods, including mechanized systems, for
making scientific information available. A
Science Information Council, consisting of
the Librarian of Congress, the Director of
the National Library of Medicine, the Director of the Department of Agriculture Library and the head of the Science Information Service as ex officio members and 15
other members appointed by NSF, will advise and make recommendations to the head
of the Science Information Service. A National Cultural Center was also created as a
bureau in the Smithsonian Institution.
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Social Science Documentation
FRANK W. MOORE, Associate Director of Research For Files
Human Relations Area Files, Yale University, New Haven, Connecticui

in the social sciIcountered
ences has some unique problems not enin the physical sciences. The most
NFORMATION RETRIEVAL

jective of producing valid laws of cultural
and social behavior and evolution.
The Human Relations Area Files System

important of these problems result from the
fact that most social science data are discursive in nature. N o system of information retrieval can operate unless it recovers documents of suffikent length to establish context
and orientation.
Most of the social sciences, particularly
anthropology and sociology, are still very
much in the fact-finding stage. Even the
types of information desired and the use to
be made of such information are still verv
much at issue. Terminology is chaotic and
unrefined. Much of the desired information
on primitive peoples has been lost forever
and more is being lost every day for want
of adequate field research. Much information
about now extinct groups was gathered by
untrained travelers and missionaries and is
often unreliable. It is always difficult, and
often impossible, to obtain access to these
early accounts, scattered and unknown as
they are.
these and other reasons, the relatively
new sciences of anthropology and sociology
have had a difficult time assembling a substantial body of data with which to work.
New field work is valuable but acculturation
has in many cases almost ruined this source
of information on specific aspects of culture.
A further complication is caused by the
many journals, often published irregularly
in remote corners of the world, that carry
articles of value to the social scientist. Information on specific areas is often particularly
difficult to assemble.
Obviously, some system is needed to assemble, organize and distribute this material
if the social sciences are to achieve their ob-

This problem of retrieval of social science
data has, to date, been approached almost
solely by the Human Relations Area Files.
Since 1937, when the Cross Cultural Survey
was founded at Yale University, a constant
process of development and experimentation
has taken place. The present area files system was initiated in 1949. New files are being built at the rate of about 2 0 each year
under the present program, adding to the
140 files already in existence.
The literature on a given area or tribe is
surveyed by experts and a processing bibliography is selected. These sources are reproduced page by page on Multilith mats. These
mats are then read by trained analysts who
enter, in the margins, pertinent category
numbers taken from an exhaustive listing of
culture traits called the Outline of Cultuval
Muteriuls*. These mats then go to the printing department where as many copies as are
necessary are made of each page. Each page
is printed on standard 5 x 8 inch file slips. A
page with five different categories of information is printed five times for each of the
25 sets of the files. An actual reproduction
of the page will then be filed behind the appropriate divider in each file. Thus, for example, a page containing information on
clothing would be found behind divider
291. If the same page has information on
eating habits, it would be found also behind
divider 264.
The user of the files simply looks up his
subject in the Outline of Cultural Mateviuls,
finds the proper category number or numbers and looks in the appropriate area file

Presented before the Documentation Division.
June 1 2 , 1958, at the SLA Annual Convention in
Chicago, Illinois.

* MIJRDOCK,GEORGE
P. et al. O u t h e of Cuitural Materials. New Haven: Human Relations
Area Files, 1950.
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behind the pertinent divider to find his material. A researcher interested in, for instance, eating habits in 50 non-western societies could find the basic data he needs by
removing the slips filed under category 264
in the file drawers containing the selected
area files. The days or weeks such a search
would take with conventional methods is reduced to a matter of minutes or hours by
use of the files.
Retrieval of subject and area knowledge
is rapid, simple and positive with this system. The researcher is not dependent upon
abstracts or condensations. The original basic
source material is presented to him with no
distortion or interpretation by third persons.
W e at HRAF feel that the system is an efficient and practical device for retrieval of
social science information. However, there
are certain limitations which produce two
basic problems. The first of these is handling
large amounts of literature on modern complex societies. The present system has been
used on such complex societies on the basis
of a very selective literature. A complete
coverage of the literature on, for example,
China would be next to impossible for practical considerations of space and finances.
The second problem is distribution of the
present file material. At present 2 5 paper
copies of the files are printed. These are distributed to the 16 member universities: Chicago, Colorado, Cornell, Harvard, Hawaii,
Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, North Carolina,
Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Princeton, Southern California, Utah, Washington and Yale.
Two other major universities are expected to
join within the next year, and a set is to go
to Paris under UNESCO sponsorship. Government sets and a master copy account for
the remaining sets. Producing more paper
sets is a practical impossibility. HRAF therefore decided to publish a microfilm version
of these files (described later in this paper).
Problems And Possible
Methods of Retrieval

The problems of processing vast quantities
of information on complex societies is being
considered in terms of utilizing one of the
large electronic computers now available.

Aside from the formidable financial problems of installing and operating a large computer installation, a major methodological
decision must be made. This problem revolves around the question of what is to be
retrieved. Are we td retrieve actual blocks of
material in their original form or are we to
retrieve references to this material? A third
possibility is producing abstracts which could
be retrieved. The original system devised by
the founders of HRAF involved a type of
abstracting. However, while effective in some
respects, most anthropologists greatly prefer
the present system which has no abstracting
features. Since abstracts are not in favor
with social scientists for a variety of valid
reasons, they have not been seriously considered by HRAF in this context.
The retrieval of original material would
involve placing this material on magnetic
tape either through direct typing or the medium of punch cards, depending on the type
of equipment used. If direct typing equipment is employed, the task of typing rerbatim copies of the many books and articles
on a given area onto tape would be tedious
and fairly expensive, but not an impossible
mocess. In use the researcher would select
I
the blocks of information desired, bv categories and areas. The selected sections would
be delivered to him by a high-speed printer
at the rate of 600 lines a minute. The file
material would, in effect, be available
through a word index in addition to the
regular categories of information. Naturally,
such an installation would not be feasible at
all member institutions. Requests for information would be forwarded to HRAF headquarters, and the appropriate printed material would be mailed in return.
If all material first had to be ~ u on
t ~unch
cards prior to transfer to magnetic tape, the
practical considerations become overwhelming. Clearly, with equipment of this type,
the only solution is some sort of indexing
of references.
The index would operate in the following
way. Books would be analysed by the HRAF
staff exactly as in the present system, except
that no Multilith mat would be used. Whereever possible, books would be purchased.
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When books were not available, microfilm or
other photographic copies would be made.
Analysts' numerical notations would be made
directly on the pages of the originals or copies. The page numbers, category numbers
and the source and area codes would be
punched onto cards, and the information converted to magnetic tape. In use, the researcher would request information on a
given subject and would receive full references, book title and pages, where his information was found.
A record of the specific information
sought and found would be kept. Thus, for
example, if a researcher wanted information
on shoes in China, he would find under the
present category 291 (normal garb) a great
deal of information on other wearing apparel besides shoes. A record of the pages
containing references to the specific item
"shoes" could be made and added to the
machine's store of information. Thus, the
next researcher interested in shoes would be
given just those references, not the material
dealing with clothing, head gear and other
items of apparel. Of course, if a future investigator wished information on only brown
shoes this could also become a part of the
system.
This system of refinement of category usage would, of course, also be applied to a
verbatim magnetic tape retrieval system, with
the additional feature that references could
be selected by key words. In the example
given above, the computer could be programed to select only those pages or paragraphs containing the word "shoes." Thus,
categories could be refined automatically by
the computer.
The example just given is intended to illustrate the most important feature of such
a retrieval system. That is, the categories
would be refined through a process of use.
Those categories most used and most significant would be those most refined and detailed through use. The categories dealing
with minor aspects of culture would be left
in their present form, as would those categories sufficiently detailed and specific.
It has been suggested that possibly we
could achieve the same result by re-working
our present system. This is not practical nor
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The author, Frank W. Moore, examining
slips in one category of the Korean section of the Human Relations Area Files.

desirable for several reasons. First, the present system works very well for amounts of
material on a given area up to about 3040,000 pages, and changing the system would
remove the essential factor of comparability
with the existing files. Second, adding new
categories to reduce the amounts of material
in sections deemed too general in their coverage would impose a further complication
which in many cases would be of no utility,
and very possibly a distinct disadvantage, to
the majority of researchers.
It must be borne in mind that the area
files are, in their present form, intended primarily for cross-cultural research rather than
intensive work in a single area. The use of
the files by people interested in one specific
area had not been anticipated to any great
extent by the original designers of the system. Development of files on large political
states came about as a result of governmental
interest. The value of the device to the area
specialist has been proven by our own staff
during the preparation of area handbooks.
This factor has induced us to seek a method
of processing exhaustive amounts of materials on politically organized states.
An example of this problem is the AF1
China file. This file contains nearly 100
sources, most of which are major works.
These sources total about 25,000 pages in
their original form. Most of the 707 different categories have sizable amounts of ma-

terial filed in them. A few, such as category
178 (socio-cultural trends) or 241 (tillage),
contain approximately 1000 slips each. Obviously, the researcher interested in these
subjects is better off, even with this huge
mass of material, than if he was faced with
the necessity of going through the 25,000
pages of original works from which these
pages were collected.
However, it is also obvious that few researchers will be interested in all aspects of
socio-cultural trends in China and will thus
still be faced with what might be called a
sub-information retrieval problem. A system
is needed whereby the various aspects of our
major categories can be made available on
demand. The solution does not lie in simply
dividing these categories up, thereby complicating an already complex system. For
this reason we feel that degrees of access
through an electronic system is the only
practical solution to this problem.
It must be emphasized that the present
system, given the limitation of a selective
bibliography on major areas, has worked
well in the past, and we intend to continue
its use for areas and cultures with a small
bibliography and for major areas when a
limited bibliography is desirable.
Distribution of Microfilmed Files

The second major problem, distribution
and availability of the files, is more easily
soluble than the problem of exhaustive bibliographies.
HRAF has been, in the past few years,
approached many many times by individuals
and organizations seeking access to the files.
Up until the last six months, we have had to
inform them that the files could only be
used at the present-member universities. For
example, a researcher in Cleveland would
be referred to the University of Michigan.
Great inconvenience resulted in many cases.
In addition to the feature of rapid recovery
of information, our files contain many original manuscripts and translations of foreign
languages not available anywhere else in the
world. Thus, in many cases, the files are not
merely a convenience but an absolute necessity to the researcher.

In 1951, an experiment was conducted in
microcarding the files. This was not satisfactory at the time, for several reasons. First,
all file material has undergone Xerography
and Multilith printing. This means that,
while perfectly legible in file slip form, the
printing trends to be uneven, depending in
large part on the condition of the original
book and other technical factors. This complicates any microreproduction process because the material to be photographed has
already undergone one photographic process.
Inevitably, some degree of clarity is lost during each such reproduction. This means that
any microreproduction system used for the
files starts with an initial disadvantage. Second, microcards were then in their developmental stage and the quality of reproduction
of the materials processed in this way was
poor. A contributing factor in the rejection
of microcards was the complex, expensive
and generally unsatisfactory readers available at that time. W e feel that microcards,
while satisfactory for certain jobs under more
nearly ideal conditions, have an inherent
disadvantage when the material to be processed is in anything less than perfect condition. The projecting of sharp, clear, reflected
images is not as feasible as projecting
through transparencies.
The microcard experiment was discontinued, and no new efforts were directed toward microreproduction of existing file material for several years. Pressure to produce
some sort of photographic reproduction of
the files continued to mount, and in 1956
several independent microreproduction experts were consulted on the matter. W e
were advised that film rather than cards
would be most satisfactory for our particular
problem because of the optical principles involved and the lower cost. Accordingly, we
requested Eugene Powers of University Microfilms to advise us on the type of microfilm
to use.
Experiments on a sample file were made
during which several different types of film
were used. Roll microfilm had the obvious
drawback of inflexibility. If a researcher was
interested in only one category in 20 different files, he would be forced to reel through
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20 different rolls of film to find the sections
in which he was interested. It was suggested
that we try the new unitized-jacketed microfilm then being introduced. The initial results of this experiment were so encouraging
that this method was given a full scale
testing.
The final decision to proceed with this
particular microreproduction system was
based on three factors. First, the quality of
reproduction is excellent, far superior to any
other type tested. Even in a brightly lighted
room the print shows up bright and clear.
Second, the reader is simple, effective and
relatively inexpensive. A minor problem presented itself in this connection because this
reader is not generally found in libraries at
present. This was solved by our policy of
giving one of these readers to each new subscriber. The third factor, which was our
major consideration, was ease of use and
flexibility. Unlike photographic cards, the
3 x 5 acetate jackets do not curl, buckle or
warp. Thus, selecting the particular card or
cards wanted is less troublesome and storage
difficulties are greatly reduced. A damaged
or mutilated jacket can be replaced in a matter of minutes simply by removing the strip
of microfilm from the damaged card and inserting it in a new jacket.
A number of peripheral features influenced our decision to use this type of microfilm. One is the fact that minor additions to
the files can be made at minimum expense.
Another feature is that this film, if a demand
develops, can be mounted in an aperture
punch card for mechanical sorting and random access to the material.
The microfilm version of the area files is
being offered to all interested institutions in
the United States and abroad. The only limitation is copyright restrictions, which at present force us to keep the total number of subscriptions below 50. The publication of this
microfilm version in no way changes the program of printing our regular edition. The
microfilm version is taken from the files
previously issued in paper form.
W e are filming the files for distribution at
the rate of 100,000 pages per year. This rate
will enable us to catch up with the present
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backlog of effective files and keep pace with
new file production in about 10 years.
One problem which has come up on several occasions is that of partial subscriptions.
W e are making a selection of files under the
present program to be filmed on the basis
of areal distribution, cultural level and affiliation and completeness of coverage. Many
institutions, particularly abroad, wish to obtain the files on their area of interest. For
example, an institution in Korea wishes to
purchase only the files on northeast Asia.
W e have to date refused to sell specific files
for several reasons. First, and most important, we wish to preserve the cross-cultural
nature of the files. Second, we feel that the
relatively low cost of the microfilm files
simply does not allow us to supply specific
portions of the files. Third, a copyright
problem might come into existence if purchasers were allowed to select the material
received. For these reasons, we offer subscriptions only to the entire service.
In addition, for effective cross-cultural
work a certain basic minimum number of
area files is essential, and we therefore insist
that new members agree to a five-year subscription to the microfilm version. This policy is to ensure that the files are given an opportunity to prove their research value. Our
experience with regular members has brought
the importance of this point home to us. For
the first five years of the organization's existence, a good many of the members experienced great difficulty in justifying the expenditure for the files. Use was seldom made
of the files, and in many cases very little attention was paid to them. In the last two
years great strides have been made by all the
members. Use of the files at most of the universities has reached the proportions desirable. There is a threshold of utility for the
files as a cross-cultural research tool. An adequate number of files can only be built up
over a period of some five years. This does
not mean that even a single file is not a valuable research tool. It is our experience, however, that the major use of the files is for
cross-cultural work.
The new members who have already
signed up for the microfilm version and

those who are expected to do so in the near
future will benefit in a very real way from
the experience of the regular members in
this respect.
Users of the microfilm edition proceed exactly as with the paper files. The researcher
first looks up his subject and areas in the
outlines which are supplied. H e determines
the appropriate category numbers and file
designations. H e then selects the correct microfilm card from a regular 3 x 5 inch file
drawer and inserts this card in the reader.
Since each card contains up to 36 pages, in
many cases a single card will contain all the
information available on a specific subject.
The cards themselves are filed by areas.
Each drawer contains the cards dealing with
a single area. Each year's production of
100,000 file pages occupies about 100 linear
inches of drawer space.
N o additional personnel or equipment,
except 3 x 5 inch file drawers and a small
amount of working space, are needed for
the installation of a microfilm area files system.
All processing of film is being done in
Ann Arbor by University Microfilms, and
shipments of file material are being made
from there. HRAF will maintain contact
with microfilm subscribers as is done with
the regular members. Printed brochures and
term paper outlines are distributed free of
charge to stimulate use of the system.
Users of the area files in the past have
come from an unexpectedly large portion of
the academic world. The original intention
was to produce a service for anthropologists.
A recent survey of file use shows that, while
anthropologists are still the largest single
group of users of the files, nearly 30 different disciplines and sub-disciplines have made
extensive use of them. Sociology, political
science, psychology, geography, area programs and conservation departments have
been the chief users aside from anthropology. These files are designed to be of use to
any college or university with a liberal arts
or social science program. Smaller institutions with less developed library resources
can perhaps utilize the files more advantageously than those with excellent libraries.

W e feel confident that this new microfilm
service will fill the needs for an information
retrieval system for the social sciences in
small and medium sized research libraries.
To sum up, the Human Relations Area
Files is making progress in two of the remaining major problems of information retrieval in the social sciences. The problem of
handling vast amounts of materials on state
organized societies probably can be solved
through an electronic storage and retrieval
system. Formidable methodological and financial problems still remain in this area,
but at least we now have an avenue of Drocedure to attempt to handle the situation.
The problem of distribution of the present
files has largely been solved through the use
of unitized microfilm. This microfilm program must be self-supporting since our resources are fully committed to the building
of new paper files. Response to this program
to date has encouraged us to believe that
HRAF is filling a genuine need. Unitized
microfilm is a practical, economical and efficient device for distribution of the files to
those institutions having a use for them.
Coming Events

The 44th Annual CONFERENCE
OF EASTERN
COLLEGE
LIBRARIANS
will be held at Columbia University on November 29. Verner W.
Clapp will lead a panel discussion on "The
Truth about Cooperation among Libraries"
and Lucile M. Morsch will be chairman of a
program on "Books in Support of an Academic Program." Advance registration is not
necessary. Further information may be obtained from Henry Birnbaum, Brooklyn College Library, Brooklyn 10, New York.
On February 14 the N E W YORK CHAPTER
of the AMERICANASSOCIATION
OF LAW
LIBRARIES
and the LAWLIBRARIANS
OF N E W
ENGLANDwill meet at the Bar Association
of the City of New York. Layman Allen
will introduce the theme of the meeting,
"Communications and the Law."
The DECEMBER issue
of SPECIAL LIBRARIES will be a special subject
issue on periodical and newspaper indexing.
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Dynamic Needs For Information
Reshape The Library Function
E. L. D'OUVILLE and J. W. MOHLMAN, Research and Development Department
Standard Oil Company (Indiana), Whiting, Indiana
MIGHT Show how
well a research organization is using
information from past and current literature: the number of visits to the library,
requests for loans, the proportion of working time spent reading, the number of
searches and so on. T o go to the heart of
the matter, however, one should critically
check the originality of those research results that researchers allege to be new.
This kind of scrutiny is carried on routinely in many companies as a preliminary
to seeking patent protection. With this
yardstick, Standard Oil Company (Indiana) has been able to chart the effectiveness of information usage. After the war,
for example, a sharp rise in the proportion
of patent disclosures lacking novelty reflected, among other things, the difficulty
encountered in knowing of old, and keeping
abreast of new, relevant information.
EVERAL INDICATORS
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Specialists Can Help
The enormity of the literature and the
fact that the new tools for storing and retrieving information are not yet fully practical have greatly complicated the problems
within the library.l,z Moreover, there are
additional factors outside the library that
have hindered the use of old and new information by people in research. W e
should like to discuss one way to assure
better use of information resources in spite
of these deterrents. T o use literature and
other sources of information effectively,
in spite of difficulties, calls for a new kind
of scientist-the information specialist.
Presented before the Science-Technology Division
and sponsored by the Chemistry Section, June 12,
1958, at the SLA Annual Convention in Chicago,
Illinois.
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When research is rapidly expanded in a
particular field, the average experience
level of the research staff drops. New recruits, whether recent graduates or men acquired from different areas, are unfamiliar
with old, but useful information of all
kinds. Immediate improvement can be
achieved if new men are given direct assistance in the use of information by veterans familiar with the field and adept at
surveying numerous information sources.
With the expansion of research effort in
a given area, the versatile individual
worker is often replaced with a team.
When a team works on a project, whether
at the exploratory, pilot plant or commercial stage, ordinarily no one individual is
responsible for making sure old information is appreciated and contemporary developments are closely followed. If this responsibility is shared, information will be
neglected or effort duplicated. Reading the
literature for its information content is
exacting and tiring; few are especially
trained for this work. Naturally, a "let
George do it" attitude prevails among
members of the team. A remedy is to put
an information specialist on the team.
Research in many fields has become
much more competitive in recent years.
This has led to a drive-ahead-rapidly attitude not compatible with careful time-consuming literature studies and consistent
surveillance of the current literature. Thus,
information is neglected, old work duplicated, sign posts overlooked. Constant vigilance must be maintained to take advantage of
previous work and to obtain the stimulus
provided by the publications of others. To
make real progress in research, someone
connected with the drive-ahead-rapidly program must keep an eye on the map.

A survey of the pertinent literature has
long been recognized as a logical first step
in a research program. Unfortunately, surveys are often ineffective. Good use is seldom made of the information in a search
report that is too voluminous. The very
latest publications, appearing during the
periods when the search report is written
and reviewed, may be overlooked entirely.
An abrupt change in direction, because of
some accidental discovery or a shift in
the objectives, often completely nullifies
searches. Concise and pointed surveys followed by a series of supplements are much
more effective. Surveys can be prepared by
information specialists before and during
the experimental program. The supplements can reflect any changes in direction
or objectives.
Vitalizing The Library Function
Through Information Research

Many research organizations experienced
a postwar technical literature crisis. The
laboratories of the Standard Oil Company
(Indiana) at Whiting were in many respects typical. There was a flood of information about petroleum refining and
chemicals. The staff had been considerably
expanded to cope with broader company
interests and to keep pace with a technologically aggressive industry.
For more than 30 years, Standard has
had a centralized technical library at its
research center. The services of the library
were regularly improved and expanded
along conventional lines. After the war,
the information staff* was increased in
proportion to the research staff in an effort
to maintain the services at the prewar level.
By reason of long experience, Standard
was in a good position to notice the effects
of the literature surge. Consistently since
1930, careful records were maintained of
suggestions and inventions by the research
staff. These records provide a sort of batting average on how effectively the information available in the library has been
used. For example, during the period of

*

Library staff is synonymous with information staff.
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literature turmoil after the war, a much
higher percentage of invention disclosures
was found to lack novelty. Whereas prewar one disclosure in six was found by
short searches to be old, the proportion
rose to one in three in the late forties. It
was this trend that led the company to seek
a procedure to vitalize the library functions
and promote a greater use of its holdings.
The concept of information research at
Standard arose in connection with the Russian technical literature. This literature is
very large and contains many reports on
fundamental research of interest to petroleum technologists. Because very few can
read Russian, a method was needed to give
the research staff access to the most significant and relevant Russian work. The information staff included a competent scientist,
whose native tongue was Russian and who
was well acquainted with the Russian scientific literature. It was found that he
could accomplish a great deal by closely
following Standard's research projects and
continually surveying the Russian literature for significant material. In this way,
valuable information was directed to specific projects with a minimum of effort on
the part of project teams.
From this experience, the company concluded that several competent researchers
with the ability and inclination could work
to advantage in the same fashion to use
the entire technical literature. This activity, if used to supplement but not replace
conventional library services, would assure
better use of technical information already
available. Accordingly, about six years ago
the information-research concept, which
originated in connection with Russian technical literature, was applied to all technical
information within the petroleum field, regardless of source.
Standard added a group of information
specialists to the library staff rather than
assigning these men to the project teams
because: a) it would be difficult to determine in advance which project teams could
best use, on a permanent basis, an added
information specialist ; b) temporary help
would often be sufficient for projects; c) a
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group integrated with the library could
attack new problems before experimental
projects were organized; and d) a group
of specialists could combine diverse skills,
training and experience and thus work together effectively on urgent major problems. If there were no urgent major problems, they could temporarily work separately
on a number of minor problems.
Information research was organized to
supplement, but not replace, the regular
use of the library and information service
by others on the staff. By providing this
direct help in using available information,
we hoped to provide an example to the
whole staff which would lead them to make
better use of information stored in the
library. It was also hoped that the new
activity by this group would encourage the
remainder of the library staff to direct new
information to the right people. It was not
intended that the team would work on all
research projects but only on the most
active and important ones and a few minor
problems especially amenable to such aid."
T o staff the information research group,
a chemical engineer, physical chemist and
two organic chemists were chosen. All have
had several years of experience in research
and possessed graduate training in their
fields. In this way, a variety of skills and
considerable experience are combined to
provide a versatile team.
The role of the information research
group, i.e., the rapid communication of
carefully appraised and digested information to specific research projects, requires
liaison with the experimental and development groups. Thus, it is necessary for the
library staff to know about day-to-day research in greater detail and to receive
prompt advice regarding new problems,
changes in problems and new discoveries.
The required liaison is. provided in two
ways. Individual members of the group
work closely with the research project
teams. In this way, they participate in
group conferences, informal discussions
and planning sessions. Also, the patent
liaison men, who regularly follow research
on a day-to-day basis, meet frequently with
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the library staff to brief it on internal
research developments. These arrangements provide a way of informing the library staff that is more prompt and pleasant
than delving into progress reports.

Information Research in Action

The information-research group searches
for information in the technical literature
in the principal languages. Periodicals,
patents and special pamphlets and bulletins
are scanned. Good use is made of abstract
journals, special files and standard reference works. Besides published literature,
careful attention is given to company reports and technical memoranda. Occasionally, authorities are consulted and special
arrangements made for securing unpublished information from other organizations. Such Patent Office records as are
available to the public, either in the United
States or abroad, are reviewed.

Information gleaned from these sources
is sifted and appraised. Reports are prepared when definite conclusions can be
drawn. O n the average, the group issues
20 reports each year. In addition, there is
normally a larger number of lesser communications that take the form of "technical letters." Most of these serve to call
attention to some publication or patent
which contains information having a direct bearing on a research problem.
In a recent six-month period, six of 1 3
reports dealt specifically with solid polymers. This indicates not only a very active
research interest by Standard but also the
great abundance of literature in this active
field. When such information becomes
available at a time when experimental and
development groups are deeply involved in
specific programs, information research
has an unusually good opportunity to make
important contributions.
Four reports dealt with chemical projects aside from polymers. Another summarized information on a purification technique
for a by-product of a process to be commercialized. The two remaining, of a survey
type, were prepared in the hope of initiating
new research projects.
Three studies were made in the field
of petroleum refining. One dealt with a
specific operating problem that appeared
suddenly in a large commercial unit. Another
summarized new information on a wartime
process which will soon again be used
commercially in several refineries. The
third was a digest of information on process applications of radiation being used by
petroleum companies.
Other Benefits

Besides the direct contributions made by
the group in solving problems, there are
other benefits. Because this group uses the
information facilities more than any other,
it often suggests improvements in the library
facilities and service. The liaison with research required by information researchers
has led to better communications between
the library staff and the experimental teams.
An experimentalist reporting interesting results is made aware of large amounts of in-

formation pertinent to his problems, because
his reports trigger independent activity by
the library staff. As a result of improved
communications and attention to this literature, the proportion of patent disclosures
found to lack novelty has decreased noticeably during the six-year period that information research has been active.
T o carry on this type of activity within
the library requires a substantial expansion
of the library staff-in
Standard's case,
about 50 per cent. In 1957, this added
activity cost Standard approximately $100,000, an amount, however, which is well
under one per cent of the total research
budget. Although it would be difficult to
prove to an accountant's satisfaction, the
efficiency of research has been improved,
we feel, much more than one per cent.
Looking to the immediate future, increased efforts from information research
will be needed as the stockpile of information grows even larger and new sources
of information develop. Should information-handling techniques be widely adopted
later on, which in themselves require specially trained personnel, a substantial increase in the use of information-research
specialists may be required. Machine
searching, when it comes, will probably
not be conducted by members of an experimental group. Here, just as in the case of
analytical work, a specialist will provide
a service to researchers giving them more
time to think and work.
Industrial research is a contest of skill
and brains. Most of the profits and prestige go to the pioneers. It pays to come up
with original contributions and obtain patents. Technical intelligence is the fuel for
the research machine. T o use the jargon of
engineers, we urge putting an information
pump into the library-gravity
flow has
become obsolete.
CITATIONS
I . CLOUD.G . H. What's in the Future for Special

Librarianshi~?Sberjal Libraries.. September 1955,
vol. 46, no: 7,
303.
GRAY,D. E. General Problems of Information
Services. Special Libraries, September 1957, vol.
48, no. 7, p. 313.
3. D'OUVILLE,
E. L., et al. W h y Information Research? Petvoleurn Refiner, 1958, vol. 37, p. 259.
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Working Smarter With Your Clientele
ALBERTA L. BROWN, Librarian
The Upiohn Company, Kalamazoo, Michigan

immemorial have tried
L
to interpret their services to their clientele, whether they be the general p b l i c
IBRARIES FROM TIME

served by a municipal library, the student
body and faculty of a college or university,
or one's fellow employees in an industrial
concern. In all cases there is both the desire
and the necessity to create an atmosphere of
rapport between the librarian and his public.
One of the commonest methods used is the
library handbook in which the services are
described and the necessary rules and regulations are outlined.
Early handbooks were apt to emphasize
the RULES rather than to stress the services.
"Stanford University Libraries Bulletin for
December bth, 1957 describes what may not
be the first, but must certainly be one of the
earliest library handbooks, Haedbook of the
Library . . . 1910. Said to be rather forbidding as to format, but packed with solid
information and a first-rate index . . . the
purpose of this early handbook was evidently
to tell, not to sell."l
The librarian at Hobart & William Smith
College notes that she has printed copies of
a four-page folder covering Rules for Readi n g and Regulations, dated 1887. Many of
the general rules in this folder do not differ
materially from those in force today, but she
lists several of the more interesting ones:
"No books can be taken out of town at
any time unless by special consent of the
Librarian. . . .
"Only the librarian and his assistants,
members of the corporation and such others
as the President or Library Committee may
designate in writing shall be permitted access to the alcoves.
Presen'ed before a joint meetinq of the Advertising, Business, Financial and Publishing Divisions,
June 1 2 . at the SLA Annual Convention in Chicago, Illinois.
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"Not more than three books mav be
drawn or held at one time and no books mav
be kept longer than three weeks.
"Conversation, the use of tobacco, and
disorderly conduct of every kind, are strictly
prohibited.""
It is obvious that these early handbooks
bear little resemblance to those of today. As
libraries have become more truly service
conscious, rules and regulations assume secondarv im~ortance.
The handbook in the
I
special library today is geared to the needs
of the clientele served; it describes the resources available and offers help in their use.
In general there are two kinds:
1. The brief brochure outlining library services. An excellent example of this brief type
is I~ztroducing Lilly Library Service. It is
8% x 11 inches and is folded twice, thus
creating six columns. The inside page reads:
"A facility that is yours to use when you
want to find out: W h o ? W h a t ? Where?
Why ? When ? How ?"
2. The second type of handbook is discursive
in style and g&erally describes the service
in somewhat more detail.
Two examples of this latter type are
Sharp & Dohme's About O u r Liblfary and
Universal Oil Products Company's Y o u r Library. This latter states on the title page:
"Universal Research Library is Your Library." The introduction &es on to state:
"It offers a wide variety of essential services
to everyone in the company. It is administered with the view of furnishing maximum
service to the greatest number of people. A
professionally trained staff specializing in
science and languages is on duty during
working hours to make available material
contained on open shelves and in the files."
Note that in the handbooks mentioned above
the emphasis is on the joint ownership of
the research facilities housed in the library.
The library staff, also company employees,
i

administer this material for the benefit of the
whole company.
W e prepared a library handbook for the
Upjohn Company in 1954. It was discursive
in-form and described library services under
both general and special headings. The first
section on general services included those common to alilibraries. such as books and ~ e r i odical accessions, cataloging, binding and so
forth. W e made a special point, however, of
describing those special services that had
been developed in the library as specific aids
to our particular situation and that amplify
the general reference service.
The foreword stated: "The library provides bibliographic support to the research,
medical, technical and administrative arms of
the comuanv.
Its collection of material and
I
J
the services offered are designed to facilitate
the work of the various departments. Members
of the library staff may not serve you personally but they do so indirectly by their contributions to the general reference service. It
may seem a simple process to get material
from the library, but the work necessary
either to catalog b r index it in order to make
it easy to find is both complex and technical.
A staff of professionally trained librarians
handle the various bibliographic and reference services which produce this result of apparent simplicity.
. This booklet is a brief
descri~tionof our services. W e wish, as a
distinct service unit, to do everything possible
to help the Upjohn staff make full use of our
facilities, which to a considerable extent
represent the pharmaceutical field. This outline will set forth our work under three
headings: resources, services and procedures."
Notice that the words "rules" or "regulations" were not used. The few regulations we
have were discussed under the term "procedures." Since time is often an important
element in the conduct of scientific research,
we have very few rules or regulations in the
first place, and one of our maxims is "Every
rule was made to be broken if good service
demands it."
The entire staff worked on the above mentioned handbook and the various sections
were well prepared. However, it ran to 14

pages and from the constant questions asked
at the reference desk, we were fairly certain
that few research personnel had taken the
trouble to read it. W e used an entirely different approach in preparing our second handbook. W e not only wanted to present our
wares to good advantage, we also hoped to
make our clientele aware of them if humanly
possible.
The first departure was in the title; we did
not call it a Ha~zdbooh,but a Library Infornzatio~z B u l l e h . The earlier one had been
published as a finished piece of work of 14
pages; we issued the later one in parts over
a period of several months. W e first prepared
an outline into which all of the Bulletins
could be filed. The first Information Bulletin,
numbered A- 1, stated :
"The new library quarters are now in use
and, because we have expanded, some materials are not in the locations where you
have been used to finding them. This is the
first issue of a LIBRARY INFORMATION
BULLETIN designed to describe our new
facilities and to explain our service. W e hope
to issue this Bulletin at approximately weekly
intervals until we have covered everything;
when collected they will form a library guide
for permanent use.
"To this end we are arranging the material
in sections for ease in use later. Following is
a tentative Table of Contents in broad outline
of the general subjects we plan to cover.
Each Bulletin will be numbered to fit into
this table.
,
A-General
B-Reference and Circulation
C-Periodicals
D-Bibliographic Services including
Cataloging and Indexing
E-Miscellaneous
"When the series is complete, a revised
Table of Contents will be issued. . . . The
Bulletins will be prepared on punched paper
so that they may be kept in a notebook for
future reference."
W e exoected and did cover all of our
services but not in any specific order; thus
we were able to fit Bulletins into the general
outline at will. The arrangement
of unbound
periodicals on open shelves in the reading
SPECIAL LIBRARIES

room of our new library created several problems, particularly since we do not circulate
current issues. For this reason we prepared
LIBRARY INFORMATION BULLETIN
C-1, entitled Current Jour?zals, first.
The form we have used has several advantages :
1. Each service was described on one side
of one page. Twice it was necessary to use
more than one page, i.e., for the material on
patents and on research reports. In each case
we divided it into two sections, a general discussion and an outline of the indexes prepared for each service, thus allowing the
extra needed page.
2. The Bulletins were sent out as prepared.
W e hoped that since there was just one page
to read each time, a research worker would
find the time to go over it before filing it.
In this way we counted on eliminating one of
the worst features of our earlier venture, i.e.,
a 14-page booklet to peruse all at once.
3. The last advantage lies in the matter of
additions and changes. W e can always issue

additional pages whenever a new service is
created in the library, and if our policies or
procedures regarding an existing service are
altered or modified it is a very simple matter
to substitute a new Bulletin for the old one.
As stated earlier, our purpose has been to
acquaint Upjohn personnel with library services; in short, to make it easier, not harder
for them to use our facilities. W e have devoted very little space to rules and regulations as such and then only incidentally as a
corollary to the service itself. To use an old
cliche, we have tried to "accent the positive."
The handbook of today is a far cry from
its predecessor of a few years ago. Instead of
fences which interfere with the use of the
library, they are now bridges designed to
help our public over the rough and difficult
spots. Their purpose is "to sell, not to tell."
CITATIONS
1. They Say.
83, no. 2, p.
2. They Say.
83, no. 7, p.

Library Journul, Jan. 15: 1958, vol.
104.
Library Journal, April 1 , 1958, vol.
980.

REPORT ON 33RD ASLlB CONFERENCE
The 33rd Annual Conference of Aslib
Information to be held in Washington.
An innovation to Aslib conferences was
was held September 5th-8th at the University of Nottingham. The meeting opened
the participation of brothers on the same
with a civic reception at the Town Hall.
program; Mr. G. Kitson-Clark and ComThe President, Mr. F. C Francis, Keeper,
mander E. Bidder-Clark discussed the art of
Department of Printed Books, British Mulecturing. Each in his own inimitable manner
held up his side of the discussion.
seum, discussed the contribution of the NaThe Sunday morning program was divided
tional Library to the modern outlook of
library service. He pointed out that the variinto five sessions. Papers were presented by
ous departments of the Museum function
members of the following groups : Aeronautics, Engineering, Furniture, Textile and
somewhat like many. special
libraries in inChemical. ~ a c h&oup heard instructive
dustry and government.
papers and had lively discussion periods.
On Saturday morning Mr. P. Hutber of
In the afternoon Mr. M. R. Gheury de
the Fznancial T i m e s and a panel composed
of the Aslib Economic G r o u ~ sdiscussed the
Bray of the Patent Office and Mr. Nicholas
scope and use of economic information. Mr.
J. Flower discussed the classification system
W . A. Cooper gave a paper on marketing
used by the Patent Office and the services
research. He used illustrated la cards to outrendered by the Office. They also gave some
attention to various subject searching maline the methods used in developing research
chines used in the United States.
techniques and monitoring surveys.
The afternoon session dealt primarily with
The meeting closed with the illustrated
research and retrieval with special emphasis
lecture "Sound Sidetracts," by Miss M. A
on the International Conference on Scientific
Carter of the BBC.
MRS.CHARLOTTE
F. CHESNUT,Chief, Technical Documents Library
Army Ballistic Missile Agency, Redstone Arsenal, Alabama
L,
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Planning

The New

Library:

General Electric Co., Silicone Products Department
MRS. RUTH HOLZAPFEL, Technical Librarian
General Electric Co., Silicone Products Department, Waterford, N e w York
H E E S T A B L I S H M E N T O F a new department of General Electric, concerned
solely with work on silicones, created a problem for the scientists working there because
the geographical location, about 16 miles
from Schenectady, deprived them of the excellent library facilities in the city. When,
after several years of haphazard collecting of
books, journals and so forth in the offices of
individual scientists. the De~artment had
grown sufficiently to justify the establishment
of its own technical library, there were no
physical facilities for such. an undertaking.
It was decided to use a basement room of
a laboratory building as provisional quarters.
And there it was that I began work in September 1955, with the following assignments: 1 ) to set up temporary library services in the available space and 2) to plan and
design a new library to be incorporated in a
new, to-be-built laboratory building.
Assignment No. 1 is of no concern in this
article. Similar beginnings are probably well
known to many fellow librarians.
Assignment No. 2 was a real challenge.
The Silicone Products Department had
chosen a novel approach for the planning of

T

-

its new facilities: The "inhabitants" of the
laboratories, offices. storerooms and, of
course, the library were called upon to think
through their needs and plan and design
what they wanted. N o architect, no professional designers were called in. What a wonderful idea!
1 had never in mv life entertained a
thought about the design of a new library.
In order to obtain estimates on requirements,
I sent out questionnaires to the -personnel,
compiled statistics on currently performed
services and read uv
in the available litera1
ture. Of especially great help were Librctries
for Research arzd I t z d t ~ t i y : Plm1zit2g arzd
Eyz~iPment (SLA Monograph No. 1) , particularly the material by Gretchen Runge, and
Lucille Jackson's Technical Libr.nr.ie.r, Their
Orgatzizatiorl m d ildanagement. I am also
very much indebted to the late Margaret Hilligan who in pzrsonal conversations and letters was of greatest help to me.
By the end of September I submitted a
plan, based on the accumulated data, which
consisted of two sections : 1) the direction
of efforts and probable needs for the next
two years and 2 ) a long-range estimate of

Reading area
with iournal
exhibit and
storage shelves.
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work development and required facilities for
an additional five to seven years.
The facilities planning engineers (who
were selected from the Silicone Products Department personnel and had the tasks of determining the needs of the Department,
gathering information on how these needs
could best be satisfied and coordinating the
plans of the personnel) approved the requested 1,200 square feet for immediate occupancy by the library. They also agreed
that it was reasonable to provide the same
amount of space for future expansion.
I will skip details of changes in plans,
caused first by envisioned rapid expansion
which boosted the space for the library to
3,400 square feet and later caused by the recession which cut down the space for the library to 600 square feet. There were months
of anxiety, high hopes and real desperation.
I am happy to report that in the end the
initial estimates of space requirements, with
the detailed breakdown of needed facilities
for the immediate future as well as the plans
for the long-range expansion, were approved.
After determining the amount of space,
the locat~onof the llbrary in the new building had to be decided. My "list of desirable
features" was approved, with the exceptlor1
of a cork tile floor, which was given u p for
maintenance reasons for an asbestos tile
flooring.
The building was constructed and the
technical library moved In on April 19,
1958. These are some of the features that
the staff and clientele enjoy most:
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A. The huge windows which take up one
whole wall from almost floor to ceiling and
permit a maxlmum of daylight to flow into
the library.
B. Translucent (silicone treated) fiberglas
drapes with a pleasant colorful design; they
eliminate the glare from the too-bright summer sun, simultaneously acting as insulation
against the heat, but permit daylight to enter.
C. The colors of the pattern in the drapes,
which reflect the color scheme of the walls
and the furniture, a pleasant balance of sunyellow, aqua, persimmon red and pale grey.

D. The asbestos tile floor in a slightly marbleized tan.

E. The furniture, made of light colored
beech wood; the chairs are leather upholstered, sun-gold in the reading area and persimmon in the abstracts and charge desk area.

F. The metal shelves of the stacks and the
modern periodical rack, matched in color to
the light wood. Wooden endpieces on the
shelves and racks to give an additional impression of warmth and habitability to the
room, as do the round apronless reading tables and modern Danish design visitors
chairs in the librarian's office.
All the furniture, shelving and matching
card catalogs were made by the Library Bureau of Remington Rand as were the specially designed Chemical Abst~acts shelves.
The outstanding feature there is a pull-out
writing table for each three-foot section
which permits the searcher to sit down, reach

Present a n d Future Layout of G. E.'s Silicone Products Department Library
When the library expands into the adjoining rooms, the dividing wall will be broken through and the air conditioner (9-right) replaced with a
connecting door. The stacks (1 1-right) will be moved to the new area, permitting the charge desk (1) and a new round table and four chairs
to occupy the space to the left of the original door. A rectangular reading table will then be added to the abstract area (2), which will be arranged in a horseshoe or U shape with the addition of four three-foot units along the inside wall.

the volumes and take notes without having
to transport the heavy volumes to another
area. At the same time the space below the
writing tables is utilized for storage. It is
easily accessible with the tables pushed back
and is completely enclosed and protected by
sliding doors.
The layout of the library was planned according to the different work sections.
Next to the entrance is the charge desk
( I ) , the abstracts area ( 2 ) , with Chemical
.4bstracts, Chemisches Z e n t d b l a t t , I~td~striaiidl
Arts Index and similar references, and the
,general reference shelf (3). The abstracts
area is recessed sufficiently from general traffic so that scientists working there are not
disturbed. The location of the general reference shelf gives people who come in for a
quick look at some tables, some information
on a process or the address of a fellow scientist, the opportunity to look material up
without having to go across the whoIe room.
Also the person on duty at the charge desk
has information readily available.

The reading room (4) is set off from the
rest of the library by modern periodical display racks which form two sides of this area.
The third side consists of windows and the
fourth side is formed by the movable partition of the librarian's office ( 5 ) . Against
this partition in the reading area are placed
the card catalogs ( 6 ) , an exhibit table and
the Encyclopaedia Britannica.
The librarian's office is so located that the
whole room can be seen from her desk, an
advantage in case of absences in the presently limited library staff. This office contains, besides desk, file cabinet and typewriter, necessary library reference tooIs on a
double shelf, a microfilm storage cabinet and
two visitors' chairs. Their modern lines, with
foam rubber cushions covered with a persimmon red Aztec pattern on white, give a
pleasant feminine touch to the otherwise
"Reine Sachlichkeit" of the equipment. In
this office too, one side is formed almost entirely by the huge window which gives wonderful reading light.

VITAL STATISTICS FOR GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.5 SILICONE PRODUCTS
DEPARTMENT LIBRARY
Total square foot area
Staff
Professional
Nonprofessional
Employees served at location
Services extended to other areas
Average number of users per
day
Volumes as of September 1,
1958
Volumes added per year
Current periodical subscriptions
Vertical file drawers
Date'of completion
Planned by librarian

1120
2
1
1
200
none
20
380 bound iournals plus complete Chemical Abstracts
1200 books (including desk copies)
480
264 (many in several copies)
45
April 19, 1958

Special facilities or equipment: Cormack Book Printer, 3M-Microfilm Reader-Printer,
reading-speed improvement equipment
Other unique features: Complete collection of U.S. patents in the field of silicones and
many from foreign countries; over 3000 slide pictures of the plant, special processes
and products; vertical file material concerned with organometallic chemistry, published and unpublished communications; a complete set of Department publications;
books on management including a complete collection of General Electric's own
publications in the field of management science; translations from German and
French prepared in library
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The charge out desk and abstract area (still
incomplete).

Next to the librarian's office is a working
area ( 7 ) , reserved for journal circulation,
typing and other tasks and equipped with a
desk, letter file cabinet and a work table.
Here also one side is completely taken u p by
a window. Along the other wall are nine
five-drawer file cabinets ( 8 ) . These and a
special set of index cards are kept in this
protected area (nobody can reach them without passing by the librarian's office and the
clerk's desk) because they contain information accessible only to authorized persons.
The air conditioner (9) will be removed
eventually to make room for a door when the
library expands. By that time the library is
expected to be connected to an over-all air
conditioning system.
The workroom (10) is equipped with a
sink, a line of electric outlets over metal
storage-work cabinets with Textolite tops,
hanging wall cabinets (to utilize all possible
space), a microfilm reader-printer, a photocopy machine and reading-speed improvement equipment.
The wall opposite the windows, between
workroom and entrance, is occupied by the
stacks (11). The illumination of the room
with 277 volt, 75 foot candle fixtures is of
the most up-to-date G. E. design.
The three telephones (t) are strategically
located; all operate on two extensions, are
equipped with intercom and have a direct

line to the neighboring cities with their excellent state and university library facilities.
In their value to our work these three telephones cannot be over-estimated, since many
of our services are performed over these telephones, due to the sprawling geographical location of the components of the plant.
No space is provided for study carrells
since the new laboratories are equipped with
separated offices. Nine people can be seated
in the reading area, seven in the abstract section and one at the work desk near the company reports.
W e expect to have twice the amount of
space available when the anticipated future
expansion of the Silicone Products Department will require more personnel in the library and more space for library materials.
The adjoining rooms are built exactly the
same way as the present library quarters.
This means that the outstanding feature of
the two huge floor-to-ceiling windows is repeated there and that the width and length
are exactly the same. A concrete block wall
divides the rooms at present. When the time
comes, all that will have to be done is to
break a door in this wall. The "new look"
is tentatively planned to include an office for
typists (12), an area for preparing journal
circulation and materials for binding (13),
an abstractor's desk (14) and a second reading area (15 ) .
It was certainly a wonderful experience to
build this new library. Increase in work efficiency, more frequent visits to the library by
staff members, the pride clearly exhibited by
the guides when guests are shown through
and the appreciative comments of visiting
librarians, teachers, scientists or others are
welcome assurances that love's labors were
not lost.
REPRINTS AVAILABLE
Eva Lou Fisher's compilation of Russian
abbreviations for bibliographic search,
which appeared in the October 1958
SPECIAL LIBRARIES, has received so
many favorable comments that it has
been reprinted. Copies of "Sokrashchenieya (Abbreviations) for Bibliographic Search" are now available
upon request to SLA Headquarters.
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Special Libraries Association
Constitution and Bylaws
ARTICLE I: NAME A N D OBJECT

Name: T h e name of this Association
shall be SPECIALLIBRARIES
ASSOCIATION.

SECTION 1.

SECTION 2. Object: T h e object of this Association
shall be to encourage and promote the collection,
organization and dissemination of information, to
develop the usefulness and efficiency of special libraries and other research organizations and to encourage the professional welfare of its members.

ARTICLE II: MEMBERSHIP

Cla~ses:There shall be eight classes of
membership: Active, Associate, Affiliate, Student,
Sustaining, Honorary, Life and Emeritus.
SECTION 1.

SECTION 2. Active: Active membership shall be accorded to an individual who holds a professional
position in a special library and who fulfills one
of the following requirements:

1. H e shall hold a degree from a library school
of recognized standing, and have had three years
of professional experience in a special library;
or
2. H e shall hold a degree, with a major in library science, from a university, college or technical school of recognized standing, other than a
library school, plus at least four years experience
in a special library, including three years in a
professional position; or
3 . H e shall hold a degree from a university, college or technical school of recognized standing,
other than a library school, plus at least five years
experience in a special library, including three
years in a professional position; or
4. H e shall have had at least ten years experience in library work, of which at least five years
shall have been in professional work in a special
library.

Active membership shall be accorded to an individual who offers the educational qualifications
set out in 1, 2 or 3 above and is employed as a
teacher in a library school of recognized standing.
An Active member shall have the right to vote,
to hold office in the Association, a Chapter or a
Division, to affiliate with one Division and with
the nearest Chapter without further payment, and
to receive the Journal free.
3. Associate: Associate membership shall
be accorded to an individual who holds a position
in a special library and who fulfills one of the
following requirements :
SECTION

1. H e shall hold a degree from a library school
of recognized standing; or
2. H e shall hold a degree, with a major in library science, from a university, college o r tech-
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nical school of recognized standing, other than a
library school, plus at least one year of experience in a special library; or
3. H e shall hold a degree from a university,
college or technical school of recognized standing, other than a library school, plus at least
two years experience in a special library; or
4. H e shall have had at least seven years experience in library work, at least two years of which
shall have been in professional work in a special
library.
An Associate member shall have the right to
vote, to hold office only in a Chapter, to affiliate
with one Division and with the nearest Chapter
without further payment, and to receive the Journal free.
SECTION 4. Afiliate: Affiliate membership shall be
accorded to an individual who holds a position in
an organization other than a special library and who
is engaged in professional bibliographical work
and has been so engaged for at least two years. An
Affiliate member shall have the right to affiliate
with one Division and with the nearest Chapter
without further payment and to receive the Journal
free.
5 . Stude~zt:Student membership shall be
accorded to an individual who is enrolled in a library school of recognized standing either as a fulltime student or as a part-time student. This class
of membership may not be held for more than two
years. A Student member shall have the right to
affiliate with the Chapter nearest his school.

SECTION

6. Sustuining: Sustaining membership
shall be accorded to an individual, firm or organization interested in furthering the objectives of
the Association. A Sustaining member shall receive
one copy of all Association publications which he
may elect.

SECTION

SECTION 7. Honorary: Honorary members shall be
individuals whom the Association desires to honor.
Nominations may be proposed by the Executive
Board at any meeting of the Association. Election
to honorary membership shall be by a threefourths vote of those present and voting at the annual meeting. Honorary members shall enjoy all
the rights and privileges of Active members except
the power of voting and holding office.

8. Life: Anyone eligible to Active membership may become a Life member upon the payment at one time, and without further obligation,
of the sum determined by the Executive Board in
accordance with provisions of the Bylaws. They shall
enjoy all the rights and privileges of Active members. All who are Life members at the time of the

SECTION

adoption of this Section shall enjoy the same privileges.

9. Emeritus: Emeritus membership may be
requested by an individual who has been a member
of the Association for 20 years and who has
reached the age of 60. Emeritus members shall have
all the rights and privileges of Active members, except that of holding elective office in the Association or being Chairman of a Division or President
of a Chapter.
SECTION

ARTICLE Ill: OFFICERS
SECTION 1. Enumeration:

T h e officers of the Association shall be a President, a President-Elect who
shall serve as First Vice-president, a Second VicePresident who shall serve as Chairman of the Advisory Council, a Secretary, a Treasurer and six Directors.
SECTION 2 . Election: The President-Elect, the Second Vice-president, the Secretary and the Treasurer
shall be nominated and elected in accordance with
provisions of the Bylaws.

SECTION 3. Directors: Two Directors shall be nominated and elected each year in accordance with
provisions of the Bylaws to succeed the Directors
whose terms next expire. They shall serve for three
years or until their successors are elected and assume their duties.

4. T e r m of O f i c e : The terms of all elective offices shall begin at the close of the Annual
Meeting or, in the event that there is no Annual
Meeting, on July 1, immediately following the election. The terms of office of the President-Elect and
the Second Vice-president shall be one year, and
the terms of office of the Secretary and the Treasurer shall be two years. Officers shall serve until
their successors are elected and assume their duties.
SECTION

ARTICLE IV: EXECUTIVE BOARD

,

SECTION 1. Compo rition: The Executive Board
shall be composed of the President, Vice-presidents,
Secrelary, Treasurer, Directors and the last retiring
President. The Board shall have and shall exercise
such powers and duties as the Bylaws may provide
or as the Association may direct.
SECTION

2. Vacancie.r: Any vacancy occurring in

the Executive Board by reason of resignation or
death may be filled by a majority vote of the remaining members of the Board, the appointee to
serve until the next annual election.

ARTICLE VI: MEETINGS

Annual: The Annual Meeting of the
Association shall be held at the time and place determined by the Executive Board.

SECTION I.

2. Quorum: One hundred voting members
in good standing shall constitute a quorum for the
transaction of business at all meetings of the Association.

SECTION

3. Rules: Robert's Rules of Order, latest
edition, shall govern all deliberations of the Association, Executive Board and Committees, when
not inconsistent with the Association's Constitution and Bylaws.
SECTION

SECTION 4. Dissolution: At all regular o r special
meetings of the Association the members may attend and vote in person or by duly executed
proxy on matters relating to dissolution of the
Association and the transfer of its assets, provided,
however, that no proxy shall be voted upon any
matter unless such matter shall have been clearly
specified in the notice of the meeting and unless
the form of proxy affords the member executing
such proxy an opportunity to specify a choice
between approval or disapproval of each matter
or group of related matters referred to therein as
intended to be acted upon at the meeting.

ARTICLE VII: AMENDMENTS
SECTION

1. Constitution: This Constitution may

be amended or repealed by a two-thirds vote of
the returned written ballots sent to the entire voting membership. A notice containing the text
of all proposed amendments shall be sent to each
voting member at least thirty ( 3 0 ) days prior to
the Annual Meeting. All proposals shall be discussed and may be amended at the Annual Meeting. The Executive Board shall set the procedure
for the mail vote and the closing date.
SECTION 2. P~oposals:Amendments to the Constitution may be proposed in writing by the Executive Board, by the Committee on Constitution and
Bylaws or by any 25 voting members of the Association, except that proposals originating in the
aforesaid Committee shall be reported first to the
Executive Board.

3. B3.lau,s: Bylaws may be adopted or
amended by the same procedure as provided in
Article VII, Section 1. In case of changes of duties
and minor procedures as outlined in the Bylaws,
the mail vote may be dispensed with by a threefourths vote of those present and voting at the
meeting at which such change is discussed.

SECTION

ARTICLE V: ADVISORY COUNCIL
SECTION

1. Compositioa: There shall be an Advi-

sory Council consisting of the executive officer of
each Committee, Division and Chapter. In case of
inability of the executive officer to attend meetings
of the Advisory Council, he may designate a member of the respective Committee, Division or Chapter to represent him.

BYLAWS
BYLAW I: DUTIES OF OFFICERS

President: The President shall be the
chief executive officer of the Association and, subject to the Executive Board, shall have general
supervision and control over its affairs. He shall
preside at all meetings of the Association and of

SECTION 1.
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th: Executive Board and shall sign all orders drawn
upon the treasury for the payment of funds, unless
he otherwise designates. Together with the Secretary he shall sign all contracts and other legal
documents, when authorized by the Executive
Board to do so. H e shall see that the Constitution
and Bylaws of the Association and the orders of
the Executive Board are faithfully executed and
shall recommend to the Board such measures as
he may deem necessary for the best interests of
the Association. H e shall be a member ex-officio
of all committees except the Nominating Committee but shall not have the right to vote.
V i c e Presidents: I n the absence or
withdrawal of the President, the Vice-presidents,
in their respective order, shall have and perform
all the duties and obligations of the President.
The Vice-presidents shall ~ e r f o r msuch other duties as the President or Executive Board may
request.
SECTION 2.

3. Secretaty: The Secretary shall keep a
record of all meetings of the Association, of the
Executive Board and of the Advisory Council; he
shall, with the President, sign all contracts and
other legal documents and shall perform such
other duties as may be requested by the Executive
Board.

SECTION

4. Treasurer: The Treasurer shall have
the custody of all funds of the Association and
shall render a true account of the same to the
Association at each Annual Meeting. H e shall keep
a record of and disburse such funds in accordance
with the mandates of the Executive Board, upon
orders drawn by the Executive Secretary and approved by the President. H e shall, upon request,
submit to the Executive Board a statement of all
funds in his custody.
SECTION

BYLAW II: EXECUTIVE BOARD
SECTION 1. Authority: T h e Executive Board shall
constitute the Board of Directors of the Association
and shall have and exercise power and authority
to manage and conduct the business of the Association, subject to authorization of the Association.
Custody of all property of the Association shall
be vested i n the Executive Board, which shall
have power to manage the same for the best interests of the Association.

meeting^: The Executive Board shall
meet at the call of the President. Upon the written
request of any three members of the Board to the
President, he shall call a meeting of the Executive
Board. All meetings of the Executive Board shall
be open to members of the Advisory Council, provided, however, the Executive Board shall, at its
discretion, have the right to meet in executive
session.

SECTION 2.

3. Quorum: Seven members of the Executive Board shall constitute a quorum for the
transaction of business.

BYLAW Ill: ADVISORY COUNCIL

Meetings: The Advisory Council shall
meet at least once during the Annual Convention
of the Association and at such other times as the
Chairman on his own motion may designate or
any 20 members of the Council may request. The
members of said Council shall be privileged to
attend all meetings of the Executive Board, except
executive sessions, and shall have the right to
speak o n any question but not the right to vote.
SECTION 1.

2. Duties: T h e Advisory Council shall
receive and consider such reports and recommendations of Committees, Joint Committees and Special Representatives or such other matters as may
be referred to it by the President or the Executive
Board and take appropriate action thereon, and
may initiate proposals for consideration by the
Executive Board.

SECTION

3 . Organization: The Second Vice-President shall preside as Chairman at all meetings
of the Advisory Council, and the Secretary of the
Association shall act as its non-voting secretary.

SECTION

BYLAW IV: COMMlllEES
SECTION

1. Standing: Standing Committees shall

be appointed to consider matters of the Association which require some continuity of attention and
members. Members of all Standing Committees
shall be appointed for overlapping terms of two
years each, unless otherwise determined by the
Executive Board, and may be reappointed for a
second or third consecutive term but not for a
fourth.
SECTION 2. Special: T h e Executive Board may authorize such Special Committees as it deems necessary to perform such duties as the Board may
assign to such Committees.

3. Appointments: T h e President shall
appoint the chairman and members of all Standing
and Special Committees, which shall be responsible to the Executive Board.

SECTION

SECTION 4. Special Appointments: The President,
with the approval of the Executive Board, shall
appoint each year representatives of the Special
Libraries Association to joint boards and committees and to national and international meetings. T o assist him in the performance of his duties
as chairman, the President shall appoint each year
a parliamentarian who shall serve at all meetings
of the Association and the Executive Board.

5. Reports: At least once during the Association year, each Committee, Special Representative and Representative o n Joint Committees shall
submit a written report to the Executive Board,
together with such recommendations as they deem
necessary or advisable.

SECTION

BYLAW V: DIVISIONS

SECTION
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Creation: T h e Executive Board may
authorize the establishment of Divisions relating

SECTION 1.

to definite interests of special librarians that are
actively represented in the Association, upon the
written petition of 50 or more voting members
engaged in the work of each proposed Division.
SECTION 2. Membership: Active, Associate, Affiliate and Life Members may affiliate with one Division representing their primary interest without
further payment and may affiliate with one or more
additional Divisions upon payment for each such
additional affiliation of a sum equal to 20 per
cent of the dues paid by Active members.

3. Goz,emment: Divisions shall have the
privilege of electing their own officers and drafting rules for their own government not inconsistent with the Constitution and Bylaws of the Association. They shall also have the privilege of
further subdivision into Sections.
SECTION

4. Discontinua~cce:The Executive Board
may, at its discretion, recommend the discontinuance of a Division when, in its opinion, the usefulness of that Division has ceased. The Board
shall submit such recommendation to the next
Annual Meeting of the Association. and if the
recommendation shall be adopted by a majority
vote of the members present and voting, such
D~
. v, -w. o nshall thereupon be dissolved.
SECTION

BYLAW V I : CHAPTERS
SECTION 1.

Creation: Chapters shall be established

only by authorizaiicn of the Executive Board, upon
the written petition of 2 5 or more voting members
of the Association. residing in the territory within
which the Chapter is desired.

Government: Chapters may adopt a
Constitution or Bylaws, or both, to govern their
activities, not inconsistent with the Constitution
and Bylaws of the Association.

SECTION 2.

SECTION 3. Membership: Every member of the
Association, except Sustaining members, shall automatically be a member of the nearest Chapter
within 50 miles of his residence, unless he requests
otherwise. Members not living within 50 miles of
a Chapter shall be considered unaffiliated members
unless they request a definite affiliation.
SECTION 4. Discontinuance: The Executive Board
may, at its discretion, recommend the discontinuance of a Chapter when, in its opinion, the usefulness of such Chapter has ceased. The Board
shall submit such recommendation to the next
Annual Meeting of the Association. and if the
recommendation shall be adopted by a majority
vote of the members present and voting, such
Chapter shall thereupon be dissolved.

BYLAW V I I : FINANCES

of Fuizds: Funds of the Association shall include income from membership dues,
subscriptions, advertising, sale of publications and
such other sources as the Execut~ve Board shall
approve.

SECTION 2. Dues: Dues shall be determined by the
Executive Board, subject to ratification by a twothirds vote of the members present and voting at
any Annual Meeting of the Association, and provided, further, that written or printed notice of
the proposed change shall be given to all voting
members at least 60 days in advance of the meeting at which such action is to be considered.

3. Dues Payable: All dues shall be papable annually in advance. The initial dues of new
members shall be assessed and collected on a
semi-annual pro rata basis.

SECTION

SECTION 4. D U ~ in
J Arre;irs: The membership of
any person, firm or organization whose dues shall
be two months in arrears, and who shall continue
such delinquency for one month after notification
of the same, shall automatically cease.

5 . Reinstatemeict: A member whose membership has ceased for nonpayment of dues may
be reinstated only during the year in which membership has ceased and then only upon payment
of the appropriate dues for that year.

SECTION

6. Committee Expercses: Funds for the
support of Committee activities shall be paid by
the Treasurer upon authorization by the Executive
Board. Each Committee shall submit an application
setting forth in such detail as the Board may require the purposes for which funds are requested
with an approximate budget of expenses.

SECTION

SECTION 7. Divi.rior2 Expemes: The ordinary operating expenses of Divisions shall be met by an
appropriation based on membership, the percentage
and amount of the appropriation to be determined
and authorized annually by the Executive Board.
Payment to Divisions shall be made semi-annually
and automatically in advance. Applications for
funds for special projects shall set forth in such
detail as the Executive Board may require the
purposes for which such funds are requested together with an approximate budget of expenses.

Chapter Expenses: Expenses of Chapters shall be met by the appropriation of a percentage of membership dues paid by Chapter members, the percentage and amount of the appropriation to be determined and authorized annually by
the Executive Board. Payments to Chapters shall
be made semi-annually and automatically in advance. For cause shown, the Executive Board may
grant additional funds or it may grant loans to a
Chapter at its discretion. Each Chapter that shall
make application for such additional funds or
loans shall submit an estimated budget of expenses, in such details as the Executive Board
may require.
SECTION 8.

BYLAW VIII: MEETINGS

SECTION 1. Source

1.Annual: Notice of the Annual Meeting,
in writing or printed in the Journal or otherwise.
shall be sent to each voting m e m b ~ rat least i O
days prior to the date of such meeting.
SECTION
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2. Special; The Executive Board shall
have power to call such special meetings of the
Association as said Board may deem necessary. NOtice of special meetings, in writing or printed in
the Journal or otherwise, shall be sent to each voting member at least 30 days prior to the date of
such meetings. Such notice shall clearly specify
the business to be transacted, and no business other
t!ian that stated in said notice shall be considered.

>KTION

and shall be so reported at the business session of
the Annual Meeting by the Committee on Elections. In case of a tie vote, the successful candidate
shall be determined by majority vote of members
present and voting in Annual Meeting, if in session, otherwise by lot conducted by the Committee
on Elections. I n case there is no Annual Meeting,
the report of the Committee on Elections shall be
printed in the Journal.
BYLAW XI: PUBLICATIONS

BYLAW IX: N O M I N A T I O N S

Committee: At least one month prior
to each Annual Meeting of the Association, the
Executive Board. upon recommendation of the
President-Elect, shall appoint a Nominating Committee of five members, no one of whom shall be a
member of the Executive Board, to nominate candidates for elective positions for the next succeeding election. These members shall be chosen from
those holding Active or Life memberships. T w o
candidates for each of the offices of President-Elect,
Second Vice-president, Secretary, Treasurer and
two Directors shall be presented.
SECTION 1 .

Cundlddtes: Names of candidates, together w ~ t htheir written acceptances, shall be presented by the Nominating Committee to the Executive Baard not later than November 15. The
Board shalI cause these nominations to be printed
In the first issue of the Journal following this date.

SECTION 2.

3. Other Nominations; Further nominations may be made upon written petition of ten
voting members in good standing. Such petitions,
accompanied by written acceptances of the nominees, must be filed with the Executive Secretary of
Special Libraries Association at Association Headquarters not later than three months prior to the
Annual Meeting.

SECTION

4. B d l o t ; The Nominating Committee
shall prepare an official ballot, including nominations by petition, if any. The professional position
and business address of each nominee shall appear
on this ballot.

SECTION

BYLAW X: ELECTIONS

Committee: The President, with approval of the Executive Board, shall appoint a
Committee on Elections which shall have charge
of the conduct of the annual election and the
counting and tabulation of all votes cast.
SECTION 1.

SECTION 2. Muili~zg;At least six weeks prior to the
annual election the Executive Secretary shall mail
a copy of the ballot to each voting member of the
Association. Ballots shall be marked, sealed and
returned to the Executive Secretary in envelopes
bearing on the outside the name and address of
the member voting, together with the words, "Official Ballot." The Executive Secretary shall check
on a list of members the names of all members
whose votes are received.

SECTION 3. Electiotzs: T h e candidates receiving the
largest number of votes shall be declared elected
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SECTION

1. P~r3licati8ns: The Association shall

publish an official organ, which may be referred
to as the Journal, and such other publications as
the Executive Board may authorize. Control of all
publications shall be vested in the Executive Board,
with power to fix advertising rates and subscription rates, if any.
2. Editors: The Editor or Editors shall be
appointed annually by the Executive Board. Their
services may be terminated after 30 days written
notice by either party.

SECTION

3. Duties of Editors: The Editor or Editors shall carry out the duties assigned to them by
the Executive Board.

SECTION

BYLAW XII: HEADQUARTERS

Location: T h e headquarters of the Association shall be at such place as the Executive
Board may determine.
SECTION 1.

SECTION 2. Executive Secretary: The Executive Secretary shall be appointed annually by the Executive Board. His services may be terminated after
30 days written notice by either party.
S E c n o N 3. Duties of t h e Executive Secretary; The
Executive Secretary shall have charge of the headquarters office; he shall keep a record of the names
and addresses of members, designated by classes; he
shall issue all bills and collect all money due the
Association; he shall draw all orders upon the
treasury for the payment of funds; he shall be responsible for all work in connection with the publication of the Journal, except such as is assigned
to the Editor; he shall perform such other duties
as may be requested by the Executive Board. H e
shall attend all meetings of the Executive Board
and shall have the right to speak on any question
but not the right to vote. H e shall have the custody of the seal of the Association.

BYLAW XIII: AFFILIATION
SECTION 1. Societies:

The Executive Board may by
vote affiliate with the Association any national o r
international society having purposes similar to
those of Special Libraries Association or may in
like manner cause the Association to be affiliated
with any national or international society having
similar purposes. The Executive Board may by vote
canceI an affiliation when, in its opinion, such affiliation is undesirable, but such vote to be effective
shall be approved by the Association.

Report of the Nominating Committee,
The Nominating Committee presents to the Executive Board the following candidates for
office, all of whom have accepted the nomination.
President

DR. BURTONW . ADKINSON
National Science Foundation
Washington, D. C.
First Vice-president and President-Elect

HELENE. LOFTUS
Library Business Service
Eli Lilly & Company
Indianapolis, Indiana

WINIFRED
SEWELL
Squibb Institute for Medical Research
New Brunswick, New Jersey

Second Vice-president

KENNETHH. FAGERHAUGH
Carnegie Institute of Technology
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

WILLIAMS. BUDINGTON
The John Crerar Library
Chicago, Illinois

Directors (Three Years)
(Elect O n e )

LORRAINE
CIBOCH
Research & Development Center
American Can Company
Barrington, Illinois

MRS.FLORENCE
H. ARMSTRONG
Ross Roy, Inc.
Detroit, Michigan

(Elect O n e )

JOHN P. BINNINGTON
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Associated Universities, Inc.
Upton, New York

W . ROYHOLLEMAN
Scripps Institution of Oceanography
University of California
La Jolla, California
Respectfully submitted:
DR. ELSEL. SCHULZE
SHERRY
TAYLOR
MRS.ELIZABETH
R. USHER
B. JACKSON
EUGENE
MRS.MIRIAMM. LANDUYT,
Chairman

Members continuing to serve on the Executive Board for 1959-1960 will be Immediate PastPresident, MRS. MARGARET
H. FULLER;Secretary, ETHELS. CHALLIES;
Treasurer, ANNEL.
; and Directors MARIANA. PATTERSON,
ALLEENTHOMPSON,
ALVINAWASSENNICHOLSON
BERG and DONALD
WASSON.
Further nominations may be made upon written petition of ten voting members in good standing. Such petitions, accompanied by written acceptance of the nominees, must be filed with the
Executive Secretary of Special Libraries Association at Association Headquarters not later than
three months prior to the Annual Meeting.
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Telereference Feasibility Study

"Telereference," a system in which card
catalogs may be consulted from remote locations, has been investigated by the Engineering Research Institute of the University of
Michigan with the aid of a grant from the
Council on Library Resources, Inc. Its findings are published in Application of a Telereference System t o Divisioual Library Card
Catalogs: A Feasibility Analysis (Final Report 2733-1-F). This is available from the
University of Michigan, Willow Run Laboratories, Operations Research Department,
P O Box 2008, Ann Arbor. A system involving television equipment for viewing the
cards and remote control card-turning equipment would be used to coordinate or consolidate catalogs in libraries over a wide
area. Though technologically possible and
advantageous in many respects, "telerefercnce" is not economically feasible with present equipment. The study, which will be reported in several periodical articles, also
revealed information about the use of divisional libraries and the cost of maintaining
divisional catalogs.
MLA Elects N e w Oficers

Isabelle T. Anderson of the Denver Medical
Society, Denver, Colorado, was elected president of the Medical Library Association at
its annual meeting in June. Mildred M. Jordan, Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia,
was elected vice-president; Nettie A. Mehne,
The Upjohn Company, Kalanazoo, Michigan,
secretary, and M. Doreen E. Fraser, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, British
Columbia, treasurer. The next annual meeting of the association will be held in Toronto, Ontario, Canada, June 15-19, 1959.
CLA Offers Scholarship

The Catholic Library Association will award
a scholarship each year to an apt and needy
student for study towards the master's degree
in library science. Not only priests and religious but lay people are eligible to apply
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for the award of $600, half of which must
be repaid to the Association. Applications
must be filed by January 15, 1959. Forms
may be obtained from the Scholarship Committee, Catholic Library Association, Villanova, Pennsylvania.
American Archivists Choose Officers

At the annual business meeting in Salt Lake
City, Utah, the Society of American Archivists on August 18 elected Oliver W .
Holmes, National Archives, Washington,
D. C., president, and Mary G. Bryan, Department of Archives and History, Atlanta, vicepresident. The new secretary is Dolores
C. Renze, Division of State Archives and
Public Records, Denver ; the treasurer, Leon
devalinger, Jr., Public Archives Commission,
Dover, Delaware. The new editor of the
Americaa Archizist is G. Philip Bauer, National Archives, Washington, D. C.
Essay Contest Deadline Extended

The international competition sponsored by
IFLA for the 5th Sevensma Prize, to be
awarded for the best essay on "The Information Service in the Library," is still open.
The closing date for entries has been moved
to July 1, 1959. The particulars of the contest were announced in the July-August 1957
(p. 293), and
issue of SPECIALLIBRARIES
further information may be obtained by writing to the Secretariat of IFLA, c/o Library of
the United Nations, Geneva, Switzerland.
Letter To The Editor

The Geography and Map Division has a backlog
of orders for out-of-print issues of its Bulletiu.
which has been issued semi-annually since 1947
and quarterly since October 1953. Past and present
members of the Division, officers of the Association, Division chairmen and others who have received the Bulletin and who are willing to part
with any surplus to their needs are urged to send
them to me for distribution.
BILLM. WOODS
2823 Hardy Avenue
Silver Spring, Maryland
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N e w Guides to Chemical Literature

After a gap of 17 years, two new guides
to the chemical literature have appeared during the past year. Both are revised and expanded editions of previously published
standard reference works. Both are designed
mainly as guides for the chemist but will also
be valuable to the librarian :
CHEMICAL PUBLICATIONS, THEIR VALUE
A N D USE, 3rd ed. M . G. Mellot?. New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1958, 327 p. $7.
This volume is the more recent and up-to-date
of the two guides. Its author has been teaching
chemical literature to chemistry students at Purdue
University, where he is Professor of Analytical
Chemistry, since 1922. The book is designed as a
college textbook to be used in conjunction with
such a course or independently. Its main aim is
to introduce chemistry students to the Literature of
chemistry and to teach them how to use it.
After introducing the student to the types of
questions that can best be answered by recourse to
the literature, the book describes various types of
publications and the kinds of information they
contain. In four chapters covering primary sources,
the author discusses ~eriodicals,institutional publications (including federal, state and foreign government publications), patents, dissertations and
manufacturers' technical publications. Somewhat
unexpectedly. the chapter on periodicals includes
brief information on microfilm and microcard reproduction of periodical sets, proper style in citing
references and sources of translations. (The S.L.A.
Translation Center is the only active source mentioned here.) The chapter on government publications has been entirely rewritten. The chapter on
patents, which is contributed by Julian F. Smith.
includes a description of the U. S. patent system.
how to obtain copies of foreign patents. sources
of information about patents. Chrmicd Abstracts'
practice in abstracting patents, and how to make
patent searches.
Secondary sources discussed are periodicals and
serials (including index serials, abstracting journals, bibliographies and review serials), reference
works (including formula indexes, tabular compilations, dictionaries, encyclopedias, almanacs,
formularies and treatises), monographs and textbooks. The selective lists include some quite recent
references; in those fields with which the reviewer
is familiar, the items are both well-chosen and
accurately described. This applies equally to the
earlier chapters. Rather surprisingly, while Quarterly Reviews is listed under review serials as one
might expect, the author classifies Chemical Reviews as a primary publication.
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The chapter on bibliographies, besides listing
some sources, gives instructions on how to prepare
and arrange a bibliography, how to cite references and how to use punched cards.
The following are considered to be tertiary
sources: guides to the literature, periodicals on
documentation, biographical works, scientific and
technical societies, book lists, language dictionaries, directories and trade catalogs, and "miscellaneous items."
The last two chapters offer practical instructions
to student and instructor. Chapter 11, entitled
"Making Searches in the Chemical Literature," is
based on Documentation i n Action, edited by A.
Kent and J. W. Perry ( N e w York: Reinhold,
1956). It is designed to introduce the chemistry
student to the use of libraries, card catalogs and
printed indexes; it also suggests specific step-bystep procedures in making searches and methods
of keeping search records. A considerable part of
the section on use of indexes is quoted verbatim
(with due credit) from a paper by E. J. Crane.
editor of Chemical Ab.rtrdcts.
The final 75-page chapter consists of 19 library
problems and suggestions on how they should be
assigned to students. Some of ttese problems may
be equally suitable as assignments in a library
school reference course and in on-the-job training
of a reference assistant or literature searcher.
A GUIDE T O T H E CHEMICAL LITERATURE,
2nd ed. E. J. Crane, Austin M . Patterson, and
Eleanor B. Maw. New York: Wiley, 1957, 397
p. $9.50.
This work is both a textbook for chemistry students and a reference work for the chemist. It
assumes that the reader already knows why he is
turning to the literature for information but has
yet to learn where and how to find the information
he needs. It gives considerable descriptive details
on many individual publications, though not as
much as the first edition. It also includes more
foreign and older publications than Mellon. It is
not as up-to-date as Mellon in all details, but this
reviewer has found no serious errors or omissions.
The over-all arrangement is perhaps a little
more familiar to the librarian than Mellon's. The
main text deals with various types of publications
by form, i.e. books, periodicals, patents, government publications, trade literature and other
sources. Each chapter first discusses the type of
publication in general terms, then lists and describes the more important publications in classified order-by
subject and country-and
finally
discusses the use of such publications and sources
of information about them. Thus, abstract journals
are logically discussed in the chapter on periodicals, as a source of information about periodical
articles; patent digests are discussed in the chapter
on patents.

The same pattern applies to the book as a
whole. Specific publications are covered in chapters
2-7. Then follows an 89-page chapter on indexes
and their use, then a chapter on libraries (supplemented by a list of specific libraries in Appendix
3 ) and finally a 30-page chapter on procedure in
literature searching.
Additional information useful to the literature
chemist has been relegated to the appendices. This
includes some of the sources of information which
Mellon classifies as tertiary, i.e. literature on chemical documentation. lists of periodicals, scientific
and technical organizations, libraries, and dealers
and publishers. Useful information about older
literature includes a list of periodicals discortinued
before 1910 and a list of symbols and abbreviations used in the older chemical literature.
While the two books obviously cover much of
the same ground, the emphasis is somewhat different in each. Mellon attempts to give an over-all
view of the structure of the chemical literature
and to instruct the beginner in its use; Crane.
Patterson and Marr present a somewhat more detailed picture-perhaps
more of a reference work
than a textbook. However, the two books definitely
complement each other as reference works, in that
each contains specific details not given by the other.
Thus. both books should be valuable additions to
any chemical librarian's reference shelf.
H A N N AFRIEDENSTEIN,
Head
Technical Information Service,
Godfrey L. Cabot, Inc., Cambridge, Mass.

ticles, abstracts. internal reports, medical records
and government documents, are discussed. Some
of the scientific fields of interest to the authors
of the monographs are geochemistry, petrochemicals, mechanization of patent searching, biochemistry. medical research and petroleum additives.
The frankness with which the writers of the
various papers discuss their systems is commendable. A few systems are described from the time
the first ideas of the system originated, to the
system's earliest development and use, to the
modifications made, and finally to reflections on
the entire setup. Management and customer complaints and compliments as well as the system's
workers opinions are often freely recorded. These
considerations make this volume a must for persons either employing or considering the employment of punched card technology.
By merging the papers of the synmposi~ and
arranying them in a sequence the editors have
added greatly to the readability of the volume as
a whole. The individual authors have made their
descriptions of their systems or subjects clear
enough so that persons uninitiated in punched
card technology can understand and follow them.
Not only is this volume a necessary work hut
it is informative and useful as well.
EARLG . GILLMAN
Socony Mobil Laboratories. Paulsboro, New Jersey

PROGRESS REPORT I N CHEMICAL LITERATURE RETRIEVAL (Advances in Documentation
and Library Science, volume 1 ) . J e ~ s eH. Sbeua,
Gilbert L. Peakes. Allen Kent and James V .
Perry, editors. New York: Interscience Publishers,
1957, 217 p. $4.75.
This volume contains the proceedings of two
symposia, sponsored by the Division of Chemical
Literature of the American Chemical Society,
merged into a sequence intended to direct the
reader from basic principles to basic. functions of
various indexing tools, to practical applications
of the principles and tools, and lastly to research being carried out in the indexing field. The
first symposium, "Results of the Practical Application of Punched Cards to Indexing," was
presented at the 1955 fall meeting in Minneapolis,
Minnesota; the second "New Tools for the Resurrection of Knowledge," was held at the 1956
spring meeting in Dallas, Texas.
Taken together the papers published in this
volume give a survey of the progress being made
in the design and application of punched card
techniques to indexing, storage, retrieval and correlation of scientific literature. Punched card systems designed to handle only a few thousand information items as well as systems capable of
storing and processing possibly millions of items
are offered. Methods of working with a variety
of types of literature, such as patents, journal ar-

will contain photographic reproductions of advance or current tables of contents
of more than 350 publications covering research in pure and applied chemistry, physics,
engineering, operations research and petroleum technology. Chemical patents and translations of Russian and Japanese titles will be
included as well as a magazine procurement
service. Eugene Garfield Associates, 1 523
Spring Garden Street, Philadelphia 30, have
scheduled the first issue of the weekly for
January 7, 1959.
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CATroNs

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Positions open and wanted-50
minimum charge $1.50.

rents per line;

POSITIONS OPEN
ASSISTANTLIBRARIAN
to handle reports and patents in research library. Located 40 mi!es from San
Francisco. Degree in chemistry preferred. Good
opportunity for advancement. Salary commensurate
with experience and training. Contact Miss Gladys
Tobin, The Dow Chemical Company, Western Division, P. 0. Box 351. Pittsburg, California.
SPECIAL LIBRARIES

CHEMISTRY
LIBRARIAN
to assume complete charge
of an important and growing branch library in a
university library system. Library degree and science background preferred, with or without experience. Salary open. Liberal benefit plans. Write
Cecil K. Byrd, Indiana University Library, Bloomington, Indiana.
FOR A BETTER PLACEto live and greater opportunities, come to Pomona. California. Two positions open, beginning salary $3936-$4716, depending on qualifications: READER'SASSISTANT:
Graduates, this is a good place to begin and advance rapidly; if you are more experienced, we
have room for your special abilities in a growing
library system. AsslsTANT CHILDREN'SLIBRARIAN
to take charge of children's work in Branch: This
is a golden opportunity to advance your career
under a cracker-jack children's supervisor. W e
have a creative program and welcome new ideas.
Pomona has liberal vacation and fringe benefits.
Both positions apply to Raymond M. Holt, Pomona Public Library, 380 N. Main Street, Pomona, California.
H E A DTECHNICALLIBRARIAN.
Large midwest corporation has opening for a male librarian to supervise an established technical library. A college degree in science plus accredited library school degree
required. Duties would include answering scientific
and general questions as well as technical searches.
Salary will be commensurate with experience. For
confidential and personal interview, send resume
to Box B 2 .
~ N I V E R S ~O~FY ILLINOIS,Library of Medical Sciences, Chicago. Circulation-Reference Assistant,
January 1, 1959. Experience in science library,
knowledge of medical or allied scientific literature desirable. Fifth year library school degree, 1
month's vacation, retirement system, academic
rank. Salary dependent upon qualifications, minimum $4,800. Write: Wilma Troxel, Librarian,
University of Illinois, Library of Medical Sciences,
1853 West Polk Street, Chicago 12, Illinois.

VIRGINIASTATELIBRARY.Picture librarian. T o r e
organize and develop a growing collection, chiefly
historical. Collection includes pictures, slides, etc.
Library has a staff photographer. 5-day, 40-hour
week. Vacation and sick leave, social security and
state retirement. LS degree and 2 years' experience.
Salary range $5160-6432. Apply to Virginia State
Library, Richmond 19, Virginia.

POSITIONS WANTED
LIBRARIAN,woman, technical library experience,
foreign languages: German and Russian included.
Private industry preferred. Box B 1.
LIBRARIAN:Administration, reference, cataloging.
Experienced subject bibliographies of business, economics, government. Editorial background. New
York area. Box B 3.
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Unusual Opportunities
For Professionally-Trained

LIBRARIANS
w i t h i n t h e new, spacious T e c h n i c a l L i b r a r y of Convair-Astronautics i n S a n
Diego, Calif. Several well-paid, p e r m a n e n t positions c u r r e n t l y o p e n h e r e
offer excellent c h a n c e f o r a d ~ ~ a n c e m e n t
i n a s m u c h a s t h i s e x p a n s i o n facility is
n o w staffing. Kesponsibilities will i n c l u d e acquisitions, cataloging, d o c u m e n t , a n d reference services. Prefere n c e will b e g i v e n t o a p p l i c a n t s w i t h
e x p e r i e n c e i n a scientific or e n g i n e e r i n g library.
Please f o r w a r d full r e s u m e a t o n c e
t o Mr. G. N. M c M i l l a n , E n g i n e e r i n g
P e r s o n n e l Administrator, B o x I go-go,
D e p t . L., Convair-Astronautics, S a n
Diego, Calif.

Technical Librarian
Minimum r e q u i r e m e n t s : B.S. in
c h e m i s t r y p l u s Library School d e g r e e ; reading k n o w l e d g e o f G e r m a n
preferred.
W e l l equipped, 1 1 , o o o v o l u m e r e s e a r c h library w i t h b r o a d c o v e r a g e
in c h e m i s t r y , m e t a l l u r g y and e n g i -

neering.
P e r m a n e n t p o s i t i o n offering l i b e r a l b e n e f i t s . Salary c o m m e n s u r a t e
w i t h experience. P l e a s a n t suburban
l o c a t i o n i n n o r t h c e n t r a l New J e r sey, qrj m i n u t e s f r o m New York
C i t y . Mail c o m p l e t e r e s u m e w i t h
salary requirements t o Personnel
Manager

AIR REDUCTION COMPANY, INC.
Central Research Laboratories
Murray Hill, New Jersey

TECHNICAL LIBRARIAN
Challenging position for a professional librarian in a rapidly exp a n d i n g infornlation service g r o u p available immediately i n Dallas
a t o u r new semiconductor facility. Prefer someone with a degree in
library science a n d some technical library experience.
T h i s position offers a n excellent opportunity for growth with a
leader i n the electronics industry, excellent working conditions, a n d
advanced company benefits including profit sharing, retirement,
sponsored education assistance, g r o u p insurance and liberal vacation
plan. Salary commensurate with past experience.
Send resume to:
H. C. LAUR

Texas Instruments Incorporated
SEMICONDUCTOR-COMPONENTS DIVISION

13500 N. Central Expressway

P.O. Box 312L

Dallas, Texas

A MUST For Insurance, Business and University Libraries

National Insurance Organizations
In The United States And Canada
A PROJECTOF THE SLA INSURANCE
DIVISION
Ruby Church Breitner, Editor
The most detailed and extensive directory to the services and publications of insurance organizations yet compiled. Gives addresses, founding date, officially stated purposes, and services and publications of 201
American and Canadian insurance organizations. Subject field and periodical and book title indexes.
72 pages

$3.50

1957

SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION
3 1 East Tenth Street

New York 3, New York

SPECIAL LIBRARIES

In Answer to Your

L e t our Silent-Salesman-Sample

MAGAFILE prove to you that it is

the answer to your S.O.S. cry for a
practical and economical method of
filing UNBOUND MAGAZINES
and PAMPHLETS.
A free sample MAGAFILE-with
complete description and price listwill be sent upon request. It must sell
itself-no salesman follow-up. See,
Try and Prove to your own satisfaction with no obligation. Drop us a
card today. Our S. S. S. will be sent
by return mail.

Here are 100 copies of a 60-page
research report

It was published on microprint cards
at 1/3 the cost of conventional
methods

THE MAGAFILE COMPANY

.

P.O. Box 3121 St. Louis 5, Mo.

SWETS & ZElTLlNGER
Keizersgracht 471 & 487
Amsterdam-C. Holland

Everyone in your organization who
might ever need the report has his
copy at his finger tips, complete
with illustrations

New and Secondhand Bookdealers
Current Subscriptions
Periodicals, Sets, Backfiles, and Separate
Volumes.

American Repre~entatiue

WALTER D. LANTZ
555 WOODSIDE AVE.,

Suburban Philadelphia

BERWYN,

PA.

Phone: Berwyn 4944

vice like the Kodagraph Microprint
Reader.

MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS
for

SPECIAL LIBRARIES
Faxon's Librarians Guide
free on reguesd
For the very best subscription service at
competitive prices-ask
about our Till Forbidden plan.

We will be glad to furnish the names of firms
who will publish your material for you o n microprint cards, give you details on the savings
you can make. We will also send you a copy
of "What's Available on Microprint Cards"
which lists much of the scientific, legal, and
technical literature that is already
published. Write Graphic Reproduction Division. . .

F. W. FAXON CO., INC.
83-91 Francis Street

Boston 15, Mass.

Continuous L$brary Service Since 1886
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EASTMAN KODAK COMPA
Rochester 4, N. Y.

NEW

Zoolog ica I Record
N o w Available
Vols. 21 -25, 1885-1889
Cloth bound set ........................................................
Paper bound set .......................................................
Single volumes, paper bound.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$135.00
125.00
25.00 each

Previously reprizted:
Vols. 1-20, 1864-1883
Cloth bound set . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Paper bound set .......................................................
Single volumes, paper bound.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$485.00
450.00
22.50 each

Zoological Record (Section) lnsecta
Vols. 21 -25, 1885-1889
Paper bound set.... ....................................................
$70.00
Single volumes, paper bound.. ............................................ 14.00 each

Previously reprinted:
Vols. 1-20, 1865-1884
Paper bound set.. .....................................................
$225.00
Single volumes, paper bound.. ............................................
11.25 each

m

@

Reprinted with the permission of the original publishers.
Please address orders and inquiries to

JOHNSON REPRINT CORPORATION
1 1 1 Fifth Avenue, New York 3, New York
California Office: 4972 Mount Royal Drive, Los Angeles 41

'M3

Complete composition, press and pamphlet
binding facilities, coupled with t h e knowledge and
skill gained through fifty years of experience,
can be put to your use-profitably

VERMONT

THE
PRINTING COMPANY
Brattleboro, V e r m ~ n t
PRINTERS O F THE OFFICIAL JOURNAL O F
S P E C I A L L I B R A R I E S ASSOCIATIOX

SPECIAL LIBRARIES

NEW M I C R O

OPRQUE

READER

Easiest on the Eyes. ..
Accepts ALL M i c r o D a t a Cards
Vow ! A single instrument that accepts all known
ypes of micro data cards.. .the new Micro Opaque
ieader by American Optical Company.
Exclusive opaque, white or green tinted, reading
creen is far easier o n the eyes than ordinary transucent screens. Projected material appears crisp and
.harp, no eyestrain, no fuzzy edges. Large 11"x 125/8"
screen is inclined toward the user at a comfortable
.eading angle ...especially appreciated by those who
wear bifocals.
Operation is simple. Cards, up to 9 ' in width, are

Call your deakr today or write

placed in adjustable spring-tensioned holder and
manually moved from frame to frame. Choice of
three f/2.3 objectives, 23X, 20X or 15X in convenient focusing mount, permlts selection for most
sultable enlargement. Three element condensing
system plus heat-resistant glass. Single focusing
knob. N o danger from heat to either cards or table
top. Easily portable Accessory foot switch available
fo; interinlttcnr readmg or
Light
shield accessory available for use in brightly lighted
areas.

THE

GLOBE
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